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THE HISTORY OF THE CIVIL PROCEOTIRE

CouRsE: A Study In Evolving Pedagogy

Mary Brigid McManamon*

I. Till EARlIEST AMEIUdAN COURSE IN CIVIL PROCEDURE

A. The Practice Origins ofEarly American Law Schools

Despite the current position of most American law schools within the
academic community, the original law schools were trade schools, not
affiliated with universities. There were courses in law at early American
colleges, but they did not, in general, provide a route to the practice of law... In
the late eighteenth century, a number of colleges in. the new Republic instituted
professorships of law, as opposed to separate law schools.1’ The course of
study under most—but not all—of these teachers, however, was about “the
theory rather than the practice of law.”12 Such study was meant “to furnish a
rational and useful entertainment to gentlemen of ali professions,”3 not to train
practitIoners)4 Although, for example, Transylvania University’s Law
department was “intended for other than under graduates,”5 in the early years

of the American Republic, young men16 generally entered the practice of law
after a period of apprenticeship.17 Tn turn, legal historians have found that
“[f]ormalized apprenticeship . . - led to the establishment of private law
schools. [These schools] were generally outgrowths of the law offices of
practitioners who had shown themselves to be particuiarly skilled, or popular,
as teachers..”8
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Education in early American law schools generally consisted oflectures or recitations on material assigned from available legal texts.25Instruction often began with Blackstone and would include other majortreatises.26 The pupils would study one text or topic at a time—seriatim—until
they had completed their legal training.27 This program generally took one ortwo years?8 that is if the student stayed for the full cycle of lectures. Sincelaw school was not a requirement for the practice of law, aspiring lawyersoften began their studies in the middle of the curriculum and did not alwaysstay for the full cycle.29 Instead, apprenticeship was the most con’njon meansof admission to the bar.3°

Assuming that an aspiring lawyer attended law school, what would he
study? In 1921, at the behest of the American Bar Association, Alfred Z.Reed31 published an analysis of early lgal education in the United States.32
He examined early law school curricula and found that “[t]he working
classifications devised by early law schools were of two main types, according
as a narrowly technical or an ambitiously broad field of study was
contemplated.”33

Whichever model a law school followed, instruction in civil procedurewas integral to the curriculum. Reed discovered that a student who completed
law school probably devoted ten to twenty percent of his time to studying

pleading and ractice.34 The vast majority of that time was spent on common
law pleading.

The early course on Pleading was very different from our study of the
subject today.36 It included not only an examination of the rules of a much
more complicated system of pleading, but also instruction in the various forms
of action. It was in Pleading that the students would learn the differences
between debt and assumpsit, for example. Thus, the basic procedural course
included a large amount of what we regard as substantive material today. One
historian noted that this organization of the law “will disconcert the modern
reader.”37 He reminded us, however, that “substantive and adjective law were
far from disentangled [at that time].”38

The students’ exposure to pleading consisted of reading the popular
text books on the subject, which included Blackstone,39 Chitty’s Pleading,4°
and Stephen’s Pleading.41 The actual practice of drafting the writs, for
example, generally came during apprenticeship.42
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3. Procedure in the Harvard Curriculum

1. The Procedure Offerings

In 1870, when Dean Laugdefl arrived at Harvard Law School, he had
a rare opportunity to influence the development of American civil procedure.
By adopting the case method, Harvard was destined to change the way schools
taught law. With the new curriculum, Harvard Law School was in a position
to affect what schools taught, and thus to help shape the attitudes of young
practitioners and future policy makers. While Harvard proselytized other
faculties to its way of teaching, its faculty produced both the professors and the
books to go with it. Harvard graduates joined the faculties of most American
law schools.66 Furthermore, for many years, the only casebooks available
were edited by Harvard professors.6’

Harvard’s ascendancy, moreover, came at an especially important
moment in the development of American adjective law. Common law
pleading had been under attack for years. Critics maintained that a problem
with the old system was

the unbending character of the different causes of action at
common law, and the narrow and rigid way in which the judges
administered the same. Every suitor had to elect his cause of
action at his peril, for if he mistook it he was thrown out of court
and saddled with the costs. Moreover, if the injury sustained did
not fit any existing writ or cause of action, he was without remedy
at law. . . . This had two results. It greatly extended chancery
jurisdiction and it caused the invention of the writ of Trespass on
the Case and the manifold applications of this writ by means of
legal fictions, nearly all of a highly artificial character. Thus the
old common-law pleading became highly technical, artificial and
pedantic 68

The code pleading movement, started in the United States by David
Dudley Field, had made great inroads on these problems. In particular, it was
commended for merging equity and law and disposing of the ancient forms of
action: “To escape from this mediaeval scholasticism and to remold legal
procedure to suit modem practical life and relationships the codes have been
adopted, the central and controlling feature being the reduction of all forms of
action at law or suits in equity, to a sing1e form of action.’”69 From New
York’s adoption of the field Code in 1848 until Langdell came to Harvard in
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1870, twenty-five states and territories had enacted a procedure code.70 The
codes, however, also were coming under attack.71

With a fresh new look at the defects and the strengths of the systems in
place, perhaps eager young minds could be influenced or given the insights to
reform procedure. Unfortunately for those who wanted forward movement,
Harvard did not provide any leadership in the field of procedure. Instead, the
procedure course that Langdell put into the first year was the same one
Harvard Law School had offered virtually every year since 1846, when a
curriculum had come into existence there:72 Pleading.73 Despite the move
toward merger, Langdell maintained Equity as a separate course and put it into
the upper level.

Harvard offered very little else to the student in the field of procedure.
Code Pleading, which some considered “basely mechanical and beneath the
attention of the scholarly mind,”75 was not offered.

Other law schools followed this pattern, although quite a few schools
offered Code Pleading as an upper-level course or as an alternative to
Common Law Pleading.8’ However, Common Law Pleading had such a grip
on the ac.idemy that even schools in code pleading states like Wisconsin, still
required the students to take Common Law PIeading’ As for additional
procedural courses, the curriculum at other schools remained as sparse as
Harvard’s.

UI. THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

A Problems Created by the Mnereenth-Century Procedure Curriculum:
A Crisis offaith

By the early twentieth century, there was strong and growing criticism
of the procedure curriculum. For one thing, the introductory course at the
leading law schools taught a procedure that was almost completely out of date.
By 1900, not only had over half the states in the Union adopted code
pleading,’37 but those states that had not yet adopted a procedural code
“departed substantially from the common-law system.”138 Thus, while the
students delved deeply into the old common law pleading rules, they were not
being given the tools of theft trade.t39
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C. The Modem Era

1. The Impact of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

As the 1930s waned, the debate still raged as to what was the ideal

first-year procedure course.’92 Although there was “an apparent tendency to

swing the trial practice materIal to the first year course,” in 1936, the AALS

Curriculum Committee reported that the member schools were about evenly

divided between the plan of giving. . . a course in common-law leadm and

the plan of giving a broader procedure course in the first year.’ In 1938,

however, something happened that was destined to change the introductory

procedure course: The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were promulgated.

2. The New Paradigm

Before the 1930s, very few schools offered a’ course in Federal
Jurisdiction. With the growth of federal litigation in the twentieth centw’ and
the promulgation of the new rules, the course increased in importance. It
had originally been a course on the ins and outs of federal practice. In the
1930s, Felix Frankftirter of the Harvard Law School attempted to change the
course to one on public law, exploring the interesting tensions inherent in “Our
Federalism.“ Although subsequent Federal Jurisdiction casebooks were
more theoretical than the earliest ones, the majorIy published before 1953
remained more or less procedural in orientation?3 How much of federal
procedure and jurisdiction could be offered in Civil Procedure without making
the Federal Jurisdiction course redundant?

Proceduralists, moreover, recognized the “growing need for a course
of study that emphasizes not only the inter-relationship of the procedural
courses, but also the bearing thereon of certain phases of constitutional law,
conflict of laws, and administrative law.“ Procedure teachers proposed
various solutions to meet this need. For example, in 1940, Percival William
Viesselman of the University of Kansas added such topics as judicial power

and subject matter jurisdiction to his upper-level book on Trial Practice.226 In
contrast, Edson Sunderland added material on “the organization, operation,
and jurisdiction of courts and of the judicial power” to his book on Pleading?27
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the next generation of Michigan faculty
proposed a new division of procedural topics. The so-called “Michigan
plan”5 divided most of the material into two courses:229 a “traditional”
course on Pleading and Joinder230 and a new course on Jurisdiction and
Judgments?3’ The latter course “includes material on federal jurisdiction that
is not generally found in civil procedure books.”232 As such, it “would entail
the elimination of a separate course in Federal Jurisdiction,” and “[tibe course
in Conflict of Laws would have to be rather drastically revised.”233

The allocation of procedural topics was decided, however, at least for
the modem era, in 1953, when two paradigmatic books were published in
Civil Procedure and federal Courts. Richard H. Field and Benjamin Kaplan
of the Harvard Law School federalized the first-year course in Procedure.234
This course was not repetitive of the upper-level course in Federal Jurisdiction
because in the same year, Henry M. Hart, Jr., of Harvard and Herbert
Wechsler of Columbia completed a change in the direction of the latter
course?35
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The Field and Kaplan book presented “a radical departure fromtraditional concepts of teaching civil procedure to the beginner.”236 first,
instead of taking the earlIer approach, which used a mixture of decisions from
all jurisdictions, Field and Kaplan presented the procedure of a single system,
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Reviewers praised this move because it
gave the students a sense of direction. The advantages of using the federal
system were also recognized: it was simple and it was Influencing the
procedure of the states. Second, the Field and Kaplan book defined the topics
that we teach our students today in the basic Civil Procedure course, Not only
did the authors include traditional topics, such as pleading, joinder, and
directed verdicts, they added such federal subjects as federal subject matter
jurisdiction and the impact on federal procedure of Erie Railroad Co. v.
Tompkins.238

Meanwhile, Hart and Wechafer

wrought substantial changes i3i the subject generally known as
“Federal Iurisdiction” . - . . Departing from the usual pattern
which focuses almost exclusively on the rules for entering and
proceeding in the United Statts courts, this book explores “[tJhe
jurisdiction of courts La a federal system [as] an aspect of the
distribution of power between the states and the federal
government.” Except as relevant to this theme, federal procedure
i turzicd beck to the prncedu;e courses.239

This paradigmatic allocation of subjects between the two courses has
not been universally accepted.’4°

By and large, however, the two paradigms published in 1953 have
defined the basic scope of the Civil Procedure and Federal Courts courses to
the present day.
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PROCEDURAUSM, CIVIL JUSTICE, AND AMERICAN LEGAL
THOUGHT

PAUL MACMAHON*

3.1. Tha Centrality of Procedure in American Civil JLL5tRce

The obvious place to start is civil procedure. Civil procedure is
at the heart of American legal curriculum. By “civil procedure,” of

course, I mean the rules and principles governing how a legal
system enforces the rights and duties created by substantive law:
in which court an action may be brought, the standards for
pleading and summary judgrrient, the scope of pre-trial discovery,
the allocation of responsibility for lawyers’ fees, and so on. In the
first-year curriculum, these procedural questions stand on a similar
footing to questions of substantive law. This insight may seem
either surprising or obvious to American readers, but I hope to
establish that it is both true and significant

Anterican law schools aspire to be professional schools, so it is
unsurprising that the rules governing litigation appear somewhere
on the currictilunt. However, students don’t just learn civil
procedure as preparation for the bar exam. Rather, it is an integral
component of the standard first-year curriculum. Every American
law student tales civil procedure, and the professors who teach the
subject engage in vigorous scholarly debates and discuss a steady
stream of major Supreme Court decisions.6’ The cultural
prominence of civil procedure is impressed on the American law
student from day one.62 Law students are taught to approach
procedural questions not simply as technical rules they need to
learn if they are to argue about substantive questions. Rather,
procedural questions are themselves the site of intellectually
challenging arguments about justice, rights, efficiency, and
sovereignty. This is true even in more doctrinally focused civil
procedure courses that focus on the Federal Rules.

Often, American civil procedure courses begin with the topIc of
personal jurisdiction. What might otherwise seem a technical issue
becomes, in the hands of any reasonably competent American law
professor, a vehicle for exploring questions of state sovereignty,
individual fairness, and legal method. Students become familiar
with the formalistic territorial approach exemplified by ?cfnnoyer v.
Neff,63 the “minimum contacts” revolution of International Shoe
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Company v. Wu.shingtan, and the more recent reassertion of formal
reasoning in cases like Burnharn v. Superior Court of California.65 The
Supreme Court produced two major fresh personal jurisdiction
decisions in 2011.66 Immediately, the American student sees civil
procedure as vital—worthy of strident debate by Supreme Court
Justices67rather than as a dry set of rules subservient to
substantive law.

Another important topic for the first-year law student is
pleading: what must the plaintiff include in the complaint to
survive a pre-answer motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim?
Again, this might sound at first like a minor question, but in
America it raises basic questions about citizens’ rights of access to
the courts. formally, the federal Rules of Civil Procedure require
only ‘4notice pleading,” but two recent Supreme Court decisions
hold that plaintiffs ought, in fairness to defendants, to put more
flesh on the bones of their complaints.M A federal-court plaintiff is
now required to state a claim for relief that is facially plausible,69 a
development that has inspired a predictably vast amount of
scholarly commentary.7°

The focus on procedufe does not end with the first year of law
school. Students often have a variety of procedural options to
choose from in their second and third years. Indeed, the elective
course often considered most rigorous and demanding in
American law schools —named “Pederal Courts,” “Fedural Courts
and the Federal System,” “Federal Jurisdiction,” or some variation
thereon—includes a healthy dose of civil procedure, integrated
with grand constitutional themes of federalism and separation of
powersY3 “Fed Courts” is a kind of finishing school for the elite
law student interested in litigation. The class is most often
anchored by a famous casebook penned in the 1950s by Hart and
Wechsler,74 though there are alternative texts.Th The subject-matter
of federal Courts includes the following topics: the extent of
federal-court jurisdiction; the States’ sovereign immunity from
suits and Congress’ power to abrogate that immunity; Supreme
Court review of state-court decisions; choice of law in the federal
courts (including another helping of Erie doctrine); remedies for
violations of constitutional rights; jusffciability (ripeness, moothess,
and the “political question” doctrine); and the power of federal
district courts to abstain from exercising their jurisdiction. The
course requires an understanding of the relations between, on the
one hand, states and their court systems and, on the other, the
federal government and its courts system. These relations are
inseparable from ideological and political conflicts in American
history, from the founding of the Republic, through the era of
Jacksonian Democracy, the Civil War, the Reconstruction Period,
the New Deal, the Civil Rights Era, and so on.
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IA ?A1ITING REPRISE

LONNY SHEEMCOPF HOFFMAN*

It is hard to iinalne the Iliester is aheaclv at ar end Ftnals art just
around the corner. Befotz lone, you will be through your second and third
yeax of law school and, thcnafter, tt, Hvc as lawyers Less than fifleen wctks
ao our journey tQgether began. We havc covered much tcrruin since then you
and I; and yet, in perspecthe what a short and fleeting span. I it not
presurnpttiods of me to ttthik of havhg nccoupflshcd with yoti nnythng
substantial, say uathhig of bavinZ niade an indelible uinrk on your educalion
aDd ning? Still, in even less mc. Lawrence managed to cross the ?1cfud
desert and Lead disprie trIbal bands to successful revolt against the Turkish
array in Aqab& Our conquests have been less grandiose—less cinematic, to be
sure—but stifi I say conquests we have niade. After having come this far, we
are entittd to sit back and reflect on the journey bken.

ctwcen now and the tiwe you enter the world as lawyers, thetis is twice a
much schooling still before you to mpIete. Yet in many respects, you have
already taken the first and most difficult step. You have begun to lay a
foundation for how to approach the Iaw intellectually, profe,csionally and
etiskalty. As your teacher, it is my hope that you will remember some of thu
lossois I intended to impair. What teacher does not wish it to be so! In the
maddening rush thro’ugh your first semestcr of Jaw school, though, I fear you
may hayis been distrarted at times by what must have felt like a wild footrace
to keep up with the course reading, by the demands of your other clascs,
and—4azu I say—even of your own personal lives (yea, the world outside of
schoøl defiantly continued turning, unabated by your recent anointment as
(icstyear law students). I want to take this opportunity, thcn, to spend a little
ibuc aumniarizing what I sought to accomplish in the course and whaf i is I
wculd Like you w take away fmm this experience. If! have done my job well1

AisInt P ftsor ofLaw, UnivesiIy of u1on taw Canter, For ibejr thoughtful cawxnents
on enrlicr drafts of this etsay, I thank Pdcr Unzai Joke Mixc,e. enaJfer Itosato. Ricbard Saver,
Micluel Solimine and Leigh Van Horn I ra also indebted to scveml fotnier studants, Ed
Berbnric, Damon Karem, Sharon Fast, Meghan Gri[fithc. Katherine Howtrd. Plriclc Krmp,
Kristin Lanoue Lnncc lthutt end Sason Starks tot sharing their tiews about the course In Civil
Pzeccdure. Iinafly, J reseve speial thanks to Laura Shcinkopf and Dobbi Swnuela thor
influerwcs on my tclaing arc beynmi rneassir. The University otfleustGn rcindationpvidcd
financial sappo1 forthisprojecL
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then macft of what I am about to say will sound unnecessary and transparent.
like I am clubbing you over the head with lessons already assimilated.

As I endeavored to stress from the outset a single theme characterizes my
pedagogic choices in organizing this course. That theme is that the most
exciting, effective, and eruicbing way for me to teach the first-year class in
Clvii Procedure is to teach “by example.” It is a concept with three different,
but associated, meanings.

Teaching by example signifies that 1 place littie emphasis on rote
memorization of wies and doctrines, preferring instead to focus on how the
law actually works. Acquiring knowledge of wxiticn law (that is, in the sense
of the open-a-book-and-find-it variery) is a part of what is required of your
legal studies, but it is only one part. Beyond knowledge, there is
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation,’ To encourage
you toward more constructive and advanced learning, we worked with concrete
exercises and hypothetical problems as a complement to our reading. 3y
placing the taw of procedure into a problem-oriented learning process, you
were exposed to authentic examples of legal decision-making and asked,
thereby, to respond to the material by thinking about law as lawyers must.

Teaching by example also means that I focus on a smaller number of
subjects in procedure—that is, on a few examples of the law of procedure—
rather than try to expose you to a smorgasbord of topics, not a single one of
which you know in any detail or for which yoti have any appreciation of its
true complexities. Through careflil consideration and rigorous dissection of
the material we do cover, my aim is for you to begin to acquire independent
tools of legal reasoning that you may then apply on other occasions. Broadly
stated, I seek to train mid encourage you to think through and assess legal
questions on your own and to help you construct a well deep with self-
sustaining analytic abilities from which you will be able to draw for ycaxs and
years to come.

The third, and last, respect in which I invoke teaching by example is as
shorthand for saying that this course is concerned not only with the “law of
procedure,” but also with emphasizing and identifying the ethical boundaries
and conrexx in which Legal problems and issues necessarily arise. The
technical tems for this is teaching ethical norms through the pervasive method.2

1. See TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OnlEtrwEs: ThE CLASS IFICAflDN OF
EDUCAtONAL GOALS N1NDBOOK 1, COWNmVE DOMAIN (Benjassin S. B Loom el al. eds.. 1956)
fclasaiIing diffcrmt degrees or levels of inIeUcIiiaI iasb relevant i tearniiig); xe aim DONALD
Ft. JONASSEF ST AL., RANDBQOK 0? TASK ANALYSIS PROCEDURES, cit. 12 (1989) (discussfn
“Uloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives”).

2. S DESORAN L. RHODE, PROFESSIONAL R55?ONSIBILffY: ETHICS 51 ThE PERvASIVE
METHOD, at xxix (1994) (observing that “[p]mtessionsi responsibility questions should be
addressed in all subsiumivs courses heceust they arise in all substantive fields, and because their
resolution implicates values that are central to lawyers’ personal and professional lives”).
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In plainer English, it means I do not believe it wise to teach a subject as
powerful and as potent as Civil Procedure withota trying to install some sense
of the professional responsibilities that ought to flow from its embrace.

TEACHING BY EXAMPLE STRESSES ANALYSIS AND APPUCATION ov
MEMOR]ZATtOt’r OF Rrns AND DocnuEs

The first sense in which I mean I teach by example is that I value studying
cases and problems not because they are vehicles for memorizing legal rules
and doctrine, but because they can be used to introduce you to the kind of
rigorous cognitive exercises in which all good lawyers must engage. Rather
than working exclusively from the cases, statutes and suits contained in our
casebook, we wrestled with hypothetical problems and exercises througbout
the semester as a supplement to and overall framework for our studies, The
goal was to have you not just think abstractly and passively about a legal issue
or a set of facts, but to push you to create something tangible: draft a pleading.
frame a request for relief, lodge an objection, or make an argument. My
objective, thus, was to encourage you coward active learning—toward the
constitution of the tangible. The end product of your study became something
you could pick up and hold In your hand and in your mind; something you
could mm over and critique, analyze, assess and improve upoa something
more than just a summary you read about what someone else had done.

I have foun4 that students do not come to this style of learning easily or
with much enthusiasm. Conventional teaching, as typified by the lecturing
model, is based on the idea that teachers impart knowledge into empty,
expectant vessels waiting passively to be filled. Having been conditioned to
accept this traditional form of educational instruction, what Paulo Frcire and
bell hooks have called the “banking system of education,”3 most of the vessels
find the traditional pedagogic approach unthreatening. in law school, the
belief that course materiaL can be imparted through straightforward recitation
of the law compotta jurisprudentially with a formalist view of our legal system.
for formalists, rules and doctrines are assumed to be deuite and
ascertainable.4 As a result, the lecturing stytc of teaching fits comfortably with
a formalist approach to teaching law that assumes there are answers to be
gleaned and conveyed from careful study of the relevant authorit3es; and
answers, especially for those who have just begun their studies in the field, are
welcome indeed.5

3. uElL HOOKS, TEACHIi40 TO EAHSGRESS: EuUCioN AS THE PRACtICE OF FREeDOM
5.14(1994).

4. See generutly AmoNy ‘F. KRONMAN, THE LOST UwvER; fA1UNG iDEALS OF THE
LEGAL PnoFESStoN (1993) (discussing the rise of formalism in Anissica in the laner part of the
nineteenth century).

5. Note that the ‘Socratic” ty1e of teaching, ususiJy associated with law school tcathing,
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It must surely, then, have caused a eat deal of anxiety far many of you
that this course always seemed woefully short of answers. Although those
early dog days of August may seem a distant memory now7 think back to oar
earliest classes and you may recall the confusion and uncertainty you felt then
Consider, for instance, how we treated the subject of Rule 8’s pleading
requirements. AIIer you had tead some of the relevant cases, I asked you to
draft a complaint, based on the results of an in-class mock client interview we
bad previously conducted. Your first reaction to all of the demands bemg
made on you to create and think, not merely to tead and regurgitate, naturally
might have been: “I have no idea what should go into a complaint I’m nut u
lawyer. Nrc only just begun law school. Why can’t we see an exanp1e of
what a lawsuit should look like so that we can use it as a model for drafting
this one?”

I must confess these reactions were hardly unexpected. The question you
may be asking, then, is why did I insist on this exercise if I thought that many
or most of you would dislike it or be even ftu:thez frustrated by it? My
explanation is thus: drafting a lawsuit forced you to wrestle with the actual
application of the case law you read. to a particular fnt fattens you hnd heen
given, rather than just debating how close or how far any particular case was
from the standard promulgated by Rule 8 and as refined by common law
precedents. 111 bad asked you how much factual information needs to go into
a pleading to satisfy Rule 8. based on your reading of the Supreme Cowt’s
precedents in Cozky v. Gibson,6 LeathErman y. Tarrant County Narcotics &
Coordination Unit,7 or of particularly important lower court decisions like
Judge lCeetou’s in Cash Energy. Inc. v. Weiner,8 what kind of answer would
you have given? Indeed, is there an answer to this question in the abstract? By
insisting that you take the doctrinal backgriund and apply it to a particular fact
pattern, you were forced to synthesize, as much as possible, the relevant
authorities. In the language of educational theory, you were being asked to
produce an authentic response to what you read about the law of procedure—

could just as easily as not be bottomed on a fonnalist viow of law. One could prod students by
asking a stales of ueadons abmit the matetlal covered and still maintain that the law is dfiitt
and ascertainable. Indeed, Christopher Columbus Langdel!, the iconic Image of fonnallam in the
law school cbssmoni, was also the popislarizet of the Socratic style of teaching at Hatvard Law
School See grnenilty KRowt, supro note 4, a’ 170-74. Relating fonnailsm to Socratic
technique may be merely an entirely academic exercise anyway, insofar as the most reliabic
figures suggest, that less than a third ofprofessota teaching nmt-year courses rely ptimaiily on the
Socratic method, while nearly 95% at those teaching upper tcvnt classes lecture, at least some of
the dose, to their students. See Steven L Frietfiand, How We Teach: A Survey of Teaching
Techniques fit American Law &hoLs, 20 SeATtLE U. L Rev. 1,28-29(1996).

6. 355 U.S. 41(1957).
7. 507 U,S. 163 (1993).
8. 768 P. Supp. 392(D. Mess. 1991).
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that is, you were directed to act as lawyers must act when addressing legal
issues as they arise.

At the end of the exercise, most of you may not have fully digested the
lesson. Many, of course, still yearned for a definitive answer about pleading
and still urged that we pinpoint precisely how much detail must be included in
a complaint. But even a old habits and atikucks die hard, the process of
working through problems and trying your hand at drafting exercises—rather
than viewing the question only from the perspective of a dry appellate
record—slowly, but surely, began to make some sense. As the semester wore
on, more and more of you gradually became less and less uncomfortable with
the idea that we were not going to provide nswcrs in class. Having
undertaken one exercise after another, the thnught eventually began to
percolate around the room that there might be more than one right way to put
together the allegations of a lawsuit, or to draft discovery requests, or to
respond to a summary judgment motion3 and on and on. You began to see that
there was no Answer, in the sense of some all-encompassing Truth, whether
we were tafldng about the requirements of notice pleading or most of the other
topics we addressed. There are boundaries to the law with which one must be
familiar, to be sure, but the rules rarely come in one-size-fits-all packages.

My preference for active learning and for framing the in-class conversation
around constructive understanding gained through application and analysis
over recitation of formal rules is hardly revolutionary. Long before I began
reaching, formalism’s once firm bold an law school classrooms already had
been thoroughly loosened.9 Today. it is surely tight that most law professors
favor more nuanced approaches to legal study than Christopher Columbus
bngdell would have recognized or understood. Yet, if formalism’s heyday
has come and gone (as Jerome Frankt° and, more recently, Andrew Tasll&’
remind us), the ghost of our Langdellian past still haunts the modern law
classroom. How could it be otherwise? I have argued elsewhere that the
assumptions about law embodied in formalist thinking are firmly rooted into
OUT societal constructs about the rule of law in general and, to a large extent,

may he inhertøt in the essential base of legitimacy upon which our American
udicia] system rests,

In the context of the law school classroom, studenth certainly welcome the
traditional approach to legal study. They instinctively feel less threatened by
more straightforward recitation of the subject cuatter From the instructor’s

9. See generally KRONMAN, srspra note 4 (discussing the demise of fonnalism, and the rote
o tta1 realism, law and economics, and cñticat legal atlaSes).

tO, &e Jerome Prank, Bath EndxAgthisf the Middk, 190 U. PA. 1. Ray. 20,21 (1951).
11. See Andrew E. Taslitx. &ording ThndeWs hor: Snccjurin a Criminal Procedure

Casebnokfar how (,av.yerr Really Think,43 HASImOS U. 143, 143 (199t) (book review).
12. See genrrahly Lanny $beinkopf Hoffman, A Wfr4aw law the Courts: Legal Process and

the 2000 Praidenifat iectian, 95 Nw. U. 1.. REV. 1533(2001) (book review).
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vantage point. teaching is not only made easier by reciting that which is
knowable and certain, but it also serves as a measure of academic validaiion
“1 am sir Orack—nd wizen! ope my mouth let no dog bark_”3 If I, as your
professor, lack some superior body of finite and complete knowledge
(something upon which I may profess), what claim do I have to the podium?
Answers—definite answers in the form of blade and white rules and clear
doctrinal principles—are instant gratification to the newcomer and barometers
of accomplishment for the Leacher. Fbnnnllsm is dead; tong live formalism,

As with much else in life, I think the more sensible view is to recognize
tiust the pedagogic debate about fnrmzlism and itS place in legal pedagogy is a
matter of emphasis and degree. With other like-minded souls,14 I believe I
endeavor with greater fervor than most to move far away from a doctrinally-
cantered view of law. On the whole, I prefer application to answers; rigorous
thinking to rote recitation of authorities. One of the perceived costs of this
pedagogic orientation is that it engenders feelings among students of
uncertainty and indeterminacy, at least in the short run. The law never seems
settled with the rules pliable to the point of breaking. In practice, however, and
over the long run, I think you wilt find that the kind of intellectual efforts we
cultivated here will torn out to be the bread and butter of what you will be
asked to do for your own clients. Our in-class efforts were meant, in some
measure, to be a valuable practical expetieüca and to provide a training ground
of sorts for your future work. By insisting on placing legal questions in a
concrete context, the main objective is to encourage students toward the triad
of active, applicative teaming I think ought to be an integral component of the
legal education experience.

I have watched a handful of truly great lawyers represent their clients and,
without exception, all of them share at least one remarkable skill: the sage
ability to discern that in the hard cases t is usually the facts, and not the law,
that matter most. The law is never irrelevant, of course, but where there is a
legitimate dispute between two or more persons. the relevant rules serve only
to flame the context of the debate; by themselves, they do not predetermine
outcomes. Memorizing case holdings and legal doctrine will never lead you
closer to becoming a great lawyer; and while a successful carter surely is not
defined solely by the ability to apply your knowledge of the facts of a
particular case to the relevant law and then to analyze wisely, these are,
nonetheless, essential traits that you must have if you are to be a valued
counselor and advocate for others.

13. K.N. L.Ewau.yN, ThE BRAMBLE SUSIE ON Cult LAW AND tTS STTJDY 105 t1960).
t4. Sre, e.g, Douglas L. Leslie, How Not to Thath Cons,nce, and Any Other Courst;

Powerpoint, Lapwps, and the Casef1k Method, 44 Sr. Lotns U, U. ]28 (2000) (discussing his
CasePile Mthd of study); .ee niw EOWARD H. RABIN EC AL, FtJNDMENTALS OF MoomN
?zoPmW LAw (4th ed. 2000) (applying ptobtm-based approach topmpcny law casebook).
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TEACHING BY EXAMPLE EMPI-TASIZES CAtEFUL AYrEtmON 10 DETAIL Ova
A BROAD SwEEP THROUGH AN ENTIRE FIELD

The second sense in which I have tried to teach this course by example is
by focusing in detail on a smaller number of subjects in procedure rather than
undertaking a broad sweeping coverage of the entire field. I have grand
ambitions here: to produce students capable of thinking on their own and,
thereafter, capable, thinking lawyers. The ambition is grand precisely because
it is all too often the case that law students are not trained in a manner that
encourages the development of independent reasoning ability. Students then
matriculate to the profession without having worked on strengthening this
essential skill set. Rigorous teaching can and does take place in law school but
the forum, more often than not, is a smaller setting than the first year, large
class experience (such as seminas, other small, intensivelyJocused classes
and independent study projects with fcu1ty members). By the time students
take these courses, however, attitudes toward law and legal study largely have
been set. Eventually, experience in the workplace may fill the holes left by
formal legal education but the costs borne will have been substantial; fur the
lawyer, for her employer and, most of all, for the client. To my mind, as
educators, we should strive in the very beginning of a student’s stodins to
inspire good intellectual habits by sInging of the vast riches that can be mined
from the development of keen analytic capabilities and from the cultivation of
a temperament wining to endure the hard, lonely work that careful and
sigorous study usually requires.

In consciously narrowing the number of procedure topics covered in the
course, I recognize I am inviting controversy from both students and
colleagues who may be concerned that an insufficient quantum of knowledge
is being imparted. If I am going to make aconvincing cast for my pedagogic
approach, then it is necessary to begin by recounting what was coveted and
what was left out from th class, though from having sat through the course
you may already have some sense of the lacunas. Our syllabus provides a
summary of the topics we examined, broken down into the eight main subject
areas as they were addresse&

(I) Pleadings and related issues (fair notice and special pleading
requirements; sanctions; answers and affirrnathe defenses;
amendments; couuterdaims and cross claims);

(ii) Personal jurisdiction and related issues (statutory and constitutional
limits on the exercise of territorial jurisdiction; notite and service of
process; venue and transfer forum non conveniens);
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(iii) Subject matter jurisdiction (diversity jurisdiction; federal question
jurisdiction; supplemental jurisdiction and removal);

(iv) Choice of law (brief discussion of Erie);

(v) Pretrial discovery (scope of discovery written discovery;
depositions; initial disclosures and other timing issues;
responding/objecting to discovery discovery disputes);

fyi) Judgment as a matter of law;

(vii) Additional parties/clainis; arid

(viii) Preclusion law (brief discussion of general principles of tea judicata
and collateral eatoppel).

Even this list is misleading insofar as we did not devote equal attention to
all of these subject areas. Noticeably absent are several major topics tht
nearly all procedure casebooks and—i suspect—a good number of my
procedure colleagues around the country do cover. Class actions and complex
litigation were omitted entrely. We never addressed the subject of
interpleader. The subject of prejudgment remedies was left out. We spent
virtually no lime either on trial practice and procedure or on appellate
procedures, except as certain discrete subjects arose coincidentally with some
other part of our conversation. I have no doubt that this list of topics not
addressed surely could be expanded farther and further. It is, quite clearly,
then, an incomplete list. By extension, has not your exposure to the subject of
Civil Procedure also been incomplete? Should you ask for your money back?

I have two answers to offr in defense of my pedagogic decision to focus
on depth over coverage, although I hasten to add that I regard the former as
less my reason for acting than is the latter.

I Left off certain topics, not because I think they are unimportant, but rather
for the more pedestrian reason that most of you, over the course of your entire
careers, will either never come across these legal topics directly in practice, or
you will address them very, very infrequently. For my own I find
virtually the entire field of prcedurc fascinating. After this year is done, I
would be delighted to work with you, through independent awdy or as a
mentor on a law review note, regarding any of these or other topics. for those
who know they will need more in-depth coverage of a subject. I encourage
further exploration. If you are inclined toward banking law, then take our
banking law offerings and immerse yourself in the mud of interpleader actions
to your heart’s content. My own, best pedagogic judgment, however, is that
the topics we covered in class will arise most frequently in the practices of the
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vast majority of students—and here; have tried to keep in mind that this room
may be filled with as many future transactional lawyers as litigators—and that
it is a better service to concentrate our efforts on the issues most of you are
most likely to encounter.

There is a second answer I want to give to explain my pedagogic choice. It
is, as I indicated before, the more compelling motivation for my adoption of
this approach. Through my decision to focus on fewer topics in more detail, I
endeavor to challenge you to truly learn something, to digest an issue fully and
precisely so that you can draw upon your acquired skills in future study or
work. I choose this path instead of seeking to expose you to “everything”
related to procedure, as though that were even possible. I believe I have done
my job well if I succeed in producing students who are able to think and reason
through legal issues on their own, rather than merely attaining a passing
familiarity with a topic but no real sense or understanding of it. In short, my
guiding philosophy is that I care much more that you learn and how you learn
than about what you learn.

Educational theorists would describe this approach us pushing students
beyond the “zone of proximal development”; that is, beyond the level of
learning they could otherwise obtain on their owu.” Put another way, rather
than merely urging fluency in the vocabulary of the law, I believe that as a
teacher I ought to be asking, “What can I do to help students gain a more
lasting and deeper intellectual framework than they would otherwise possess if
they had not taken this course?” By teaching a smaller number of subjects in
greater detail, my firm pedagogic belief is that students will leave more
capable of applying their acquired legal acumen to any problem, whether the
particular issues were addressed specifically in one of Ihir law school classes
or not.

I believe it bolsters the case fur teaching procedure by example to say that
the subjects one could cov in this course, to a large degree, are fungible. I
have created my own list of must-cover topics. Other syUabi may look
somewhat, or even markedly, different than mine, Rather than regard these
differences as indictments, I view them as confirmations that the subject of
procedure is an excellent tool for teaching students how to thiiiic critically.
Because procedure cuts across the entire legal landscape, I am able to address
the entire class at once, without regard to whether you wilt become estate law
lawyers or tax lawyers, environmental lawyers or lawyers who specialize in
tort law. It also does not matter whether your career choice is litigation or
transactional work. Procedure is relevant to everyone. As a result, I can
employ any number of subjects failing under the general rubric of procedure to
aid in the development of the skills that are impottant to all students in

15. C. S. VyGOTSK?, Mum N SoctEry: me DEVE0PMENr or LliaI€a PsycuocooIcAI.
PROCESSES 8637 (Michael Cole at at. cds, 1975).
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becoming sutcessflul lawyers and critical thinkers. I could not do the same if I
were teaching an advanced course with a specific focus. It is precisely because
the tontexts in which you will encounter procedural issues are so vast and so
innumerable, that I believe it makes little sense to txy to pretend it is possible to
cover all subjects in the fletcL instead, my role is to help sharpen the
intellectual tools that will serve you well in a number of different contexts.

There is time enough in later classes, and later in life, for you to become
familiar in detail with partIcular questions and points of law. This course and
law school, in general, are of most value if you axe pushed to truly dissect a
problem, to turn it upside down, to examine it from every side end then,
finally, to carefully produce a thoughtful answer. This is a fundamental part of
real teaching and learning. By contrast, I do not comprehend how students axe
served by wide, unfiltered sweeps through vast terrains. Even if the sole
measure is bow many right answers to tegal doctrinal questions will students
get after they have taken the flea] exam and moved on to other courses,
conventional law school teaching, particularly as found throughout the first-
year curriculum, usually disappoin&5

A Jewish fable recounts how a famous pinist once was asked how ht.
managed to be so adept in playing the musical notes. To the question, be
replied, “The notes I handle no better than many musicians, but the pauses
between the notes—ahl That is where the art resides.” In law, the pauses
between the notes may be likened to the exacting skill of knowing when and
how to slow down long enough to ponder a question more deeply than the
next. The roles that may apply to any me particular case are readily
ascertainable; any conscientious person ought to be able to ftud them, along
with the pertinent case law. But it is the student who has not merely
knowledge but a command of the law who is exceptional. Stand back! For
when you hand her the same rule book, the words may fly off the page. Watch
her wield the law, as a sharpened thol—no, better still, as a precisely tuned
instrument—to reach the desired result for her client. Raving mastered this
rare ability, she is one of the few who is capable of recognizing and then
invoking the enormous power that lies within the formal rates.

TEACinNG BY EXAMPLB EMPHASIZES ThE ETmcu. CHoicEs AND
RESONSLBU1TtES INVOLVED IN BEING A LAWYER

There is, finally, a third respect in which 1 have tried to teach Civil
Procedure by example. I have stressed that them is much more to being a
lawyer than merely knowing the law. There is also the challenge of
recognizing and then acting on one’s ethical obligations: to clients, to other
lawyers and to the judicial system.

16. See. e.g., Llie, .wpra note 14, at 1Z93 (discussing rcndls following pop quiz given to
students).
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One h-reducible component of a lawyer’s professional responsibilities is to
txeat people with respect and to honor the views, opinions and arguments of
others. tn the classroom, 1 regard respect—both as a matter between teacher
and student and among sb.2dents—a an essential element that must be
nurtured. In this regard, consider Leigh Van Honi’s description of how vibrant
educational environments are created and sustained at the secondary school
level in her book, Craafing Literary Canzmunities in the Middle Schoot:

Them must be mure to my role in developing and sustaining the community
than my outward expressions of enthusiasm. The word respece’ is one that is
frequently used by my smdenca as they describe aspects of teacher behavior
they consider important to their own growth. How is it. that we show our
students that we have respect for then? It occurs to me that respect is reflected
in various ways—our willingness to participate in the learning experience as
we wortc alongside our students, the ernpbasis we place on learning trom one
another, the way that we honor the products of our learning, and in the way
that we care for one another.17

I have tong felt that law academia has much to learn from the scholarship of
teaching and education in other elds. Although we teach to different
students, and for- different purposes, what we do is fundamentally no different,
In my estimation, than what any fristructor must do to teach effectivety. In my
law school classroom, creating an environment of mutual respect is paramount.
I never call on students to intimidate them. Rather, I do so to encourage
students to wrestle outside of class with the ideas, arguments and issues about
which they have read and to come prepared to defend a viewpoint (or. at least,
be able to articulate various sides of a debate). I recognize that it is a tricky
business at times, particularly since I want to encourage volunteers to answer
as well, and not set up a culture that only the person who is “on” should be
involved in the discussion. Moreover, it is obvious that some are not as keen
on speaking out in class as others.

I regard ii. therefore, as one of the most rewarding compliments I have
received to be told that those who choose in other settings to be silent, out of
fear, intimidation, or merely disinterest, choose instead to come to my class
prepared and ready to engage in the daily classroom dialogue. This evidence
of the blossoming of mutual respect—as it occurs between teacher and
students, and among students—helps create the trust upon which a vibrant
learning community depends. And make no mistake, the yield that is produced
by the fostering of a healthy and dynamic learning environment truty should be
valued at a price far above rubies. Students come prepared o converse, argue
and debate, but also with a willingness to consider and listen to the viewpoints
of others. Class discussions are made richer by having a greater and wider

17. LnGH VAN PORN, CREATING LfltRACY CouMuNrnEs IN THE MIDDLE ScIaoL 18-19
çZOOl).
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degree of sWdnt participation. Best of all, the dialogue ofien does not travel
unilaterally merely from teacher to student and back again, bitt flows
multilaterally. A chart of many of our discussions would trace a path from
teacher to Student 1, then to Student 2, back to teacher, to Student 3, back to
Student 1, and so forth. In this more complex web of dialogue and dIscussion,
both individualized and collective learning experiences take taut. As the
professor, I cannot ask for more.

Building on our classroom experiences, I emphasized throughout the
semester the importance of taking these tessons about respect and applying
them to thinking about your soon-to-be future lives as lawyers. The
responsibility of being a lawyer triggers professional obligations of decency,
honesty, promptness, diligence, and general professional courtesy to other
lawyers, to your clients, and to the judicial system. Some of these traits are
naturally self-enforcing. In seven years of trial practice, I rarely saw a lawyer
behave badly in court. Like the unnily child in grade school,
unprofssionaliszn in lawyers tends to rear its ugly bead only when the teacher
is not looking. Acting professionally should not depend upon whether there is
oversight, though. It should be instinctive ajid expected. Alas, we canact
depend entirely on people doing the right thing only for the sake of doing the
tight thing. As a result, there are punitive rules in place to deter malfeasance.
The extent to which they do so, however, is a matter of some debate.

hi addition to the exogenous roles the system imposes on all lawyers, I
want to suggest there is another incentive that is particularly potent in
encouraging lawyers to strive to take the highest ethical and professional road
available. 1 am referring to the enormous power produced through the
cultivation of an upright, honorable reputation. A personal story may help
illustrate this point.

When I was in practice, I represented an investment brokerage house
against one of its former clients. The client alleged that the company and her
agent., in particular, had treated her very badly by churning the account. By
this allegation it was meant that the agent (and through the agent, the
company) encouraged her to make many small stock transactions that, on the
whole, benefited the company and the agent more titan the individual by
generating commissions through investments that were not always client-
appropriate and on which the returns were often sub-par.

One of my main client representatives was the compliance officer for the
company. His job was to oversee all of the investments made by the brokerage
agents on behalf of their clients, in onler to ensure that these transactions were
all proper and that everything done was in compliance with the existing
securities laws, rules and regniations. During the pretrial phase of the case. 1
worked with this compliance officer to collect and then produce for the other
side all of the documents that the company maintained that were relevant to the
case. After I was satisfied I had done a thorough investigation to locate all
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relevant records, I submitted all of the material that hid been gathered to
counsel for the claimant.

Opposing counsel and I disagreed on plenty of occasions throughout the
case. Notwithstanding these differences, we managed to treat each other
decently, courteously and respectfully. In effect, we amicably agreed to
disagree. In this manner, each of us represented our respective clients’
interests zealously, but still acted within the bounds of our professional
obligations to each other.

The day of u-mi finally arrived. After opening statements, opposing
counsel called their first witness to the stand. By mid-afternoon, several more
witnesses had testified briefly and things appeared to be proceeding slowly, but
surely, forward. Then, just before our afternoon break, opposing counset
called the company’s compliance officer to the stand. The compliance officer
had only been on the stand for about hail an hour or so when the judges
decided to take a brief fifteen-minute break. I never could have predicted what
was to happen next.

Immediately upon the recess being called, the compliance officer
approached me to ask Cf we could talk in private. For reasons that I do not
think I will ever folly understand, for the first time ever in the case, the
compliance officer confessed that be had withheld documents. As he now told
me, about a month before this lawsuit had been flied, he had taken some files
pertaining to the claimant and put them into his garage.

“V/by are you telling me this only now?” I asked, stunned. Silence
followed. “And why did you take them to your grage in the first place?” But
be offered no explanation that made (or makes, even today) any sense. In
retrospect. my best guess as to why he decided to come forward at all rather
than remain sileuc is that this man suddenly found himself jolted into
confession. It was as though his appearance an the stand as a sworn witness
somehow ignited within him a profound sense of ethical tonneaL Possibly,
this feeling had already been building inside of him for some time, and his
sitting on the witness chair was a final straw, the necessary spark, to cause this
emption. I do not know for sure, and I suspect I will never know. I certainly
did not know at the time. What I did know was that he was about to return to
the witness stand to continue testifying and I had to do something about this
new information I bad just been given.

Retonilog to the proceedings. I began by explaining I had just been
informed by the withess—literauiy out in the hallway—that there were
additional documents relating to the claimant at the compliance officer’s home.

18. What steely makes the story stranger still is that when the documents wan finally
productd, it tuxnr4 out that none were paniculurly probative of the claims baiag made In this
case, although we had little sense of this t the time he made Ms abrupt announcement in the
middle of the heaiing. What mauand then, of caurse, was the appearance of impruptiety,

4i
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I expisined that I had not been told of the existence of these documents before
and that, to my knowledge, no other company official had known about them.
C expressed my commitment to proceed in whatever fashion the court and the
claimant’s lawyer thought best, given the extraordinary circumstances.

I can still recall the silence that followed my short remarks. It was
paipabte and tense. After some time, the lawyer representing the claimant
spoke. “I am deeply troub ted by this announcement,” he began.

and I beg the Court’s indulgence to consider what is the best approach to take,
under the circumstances. I suspect that an imniediate suspension of the trial is
in order so that we be given an oppozmnity to review these newly-discovered
documents. After wc have an opportunity to do so, I will be in a better
position to advise the court on how I think we should proceed.

He then turned and looked directly at ma.

I want to add, however, that I do nor doubt for a minute that Mr. Hoffman was
as taken aback by this announcement as I have been. Throughout my dealings
with him, 1 can say without qualification that he has always acted
professionally and with the highest degree of htcgrity. We have not always
t.grecai about afl thiug in this case, but I am certain that if he had known about
these missing records beforehand, he would never have kept it secret. I am not
as confident about the integrity of his client, but this should cast no black mark
on his record.

As I reflect on the moral of the story, I am reminded of my childhood little
league experience. I was never a very good baseball player. When I found
myself at bat (which was rare, since that necessitated having me occupy right
field, which I did far less adeptly than occupying the right side of the dugout
bench), I would often shut my eyes just before the pitcher’s release. At times,
I liken the experience of being a lawyer to standing there in the barter’s box,
unprotected and blind. More often than not, we do not see the pitch coming. It
whizzes by, and the hot wind trailing behind sends a surge of adrenaline
through the body, but it is already too late. The collision either has happened
or it has not. Even if we manage to keep our eyes open, unexpected
occurrences in our work, as in life, are inevitable.

One of the lessons I take away from my experience in this case is that we
ought to act honorably not solely because it is the honorable and right thing to
do. We ought to act honorably, as welL, precisely because it is not possible to
foresee all difficulties we will face in the fiture. If this sounds pretextial, ft is
not intended in that way. I did not treat my opposing counsel with respect
because I anticipated problems would arise later in the case, and I certainty did
not work at building a reputation as a lawyer whose wotd could be relied upon
because I thought I might need to cash in down the road. But knowing that
reputation matters—that for a lawyer it is often all that matters—can serve as a
powerfiui remindeT that even if there is no way to insure against all unforeseen
occurrences, it is still prudent to try, in the main, to fortify ourselves in
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advance, We are still going to get hit, of course, though probably not as
frequently, and the resulting damage may often he sustainable.

CONCLUSION

One of my intellectual heroes, Karl Ijeweflyn, once spoke to his own class
of students at Columbia, exhorting them to rise to the challenges they would
face in law school and beyond:

What I am Uying to write in ttre on the wall is that the task before you is
immtnse, Is overwhelming, and that the official courses of the school are not
onough to compass it. °TEKEL houaxt weighed in the balance and found
wanting.” To do the work is non to do die classes. Rather must you immerse
yourself for all your hours in the law. Eat law, talk law, think law, drink law,
babble of law and judgments In your sleep. Pickle yourselves in the law—k is
your only hope.t

The effort required of you is great, but there is no other way around it.
This is how it must be with your education and training. I can provide a
suitable and encouraging forum in which learning can takeplace. I can create
an eavironincut that is conducive to rigorous thinking and study but I cannot
do it for you. As Ueweilyn put it, “[W]e do not teach—you learn.”20 At the
end of the day, when this course is over, and you have graduated from this
place and entered the world as lawyers, you will be on your own, Still, Lake
comfort the work you have done here and the habits you form as students cwz
carry you a great way. The question is only whether we have provided a
brilliant space in which you may thrive, and whether, then, you will make the
commitment to do so.

19. LIEWEI_LYN, supra note 13, at 110.
Q, fd.at 109.
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TEACNG FIRST-YEAR CIVIL
PROCEDURE ANT) OTHER___

INTRODUCTORY COURSES BY TILE
PROBLEM METHOD

J. SKAPtao

It. THE CASE METHOD VS. THE PROBLEM METHOD

A. Trs AcAnaMic DEBATE

The case method of legal instruction was introduced by Christo
pher Langdell in the 1870’s at Harvard Law School.’ Although it was
not well-received at first,6 by the beginning of the twentieth century it
had become the predominant teaching method at American law
schools, and it remains so to this day.7 Although there is some varia
tion in its use from professor to professor, it most commonly proceeds
as follows: For each class, students are assigned several appellate
opinions to read. In class, the professor usually starts by calling on
one student to state the facts of the first case and then proceeds by
questioning this, and other students, about the court’s opinion. Using
some form of Socratic dialogue,8 the professor requires the students to
dissect, defend andior criticize the court’s opinion. When the discus
sion of the first case is finished, the professor moves on to the second
case, usually involving the same or related subject matter, sometimes
by the same court and sometimes not. The professor then proceeds to
have the class discuss the second case, much like the first, sometimes
with the additional task of trying to rationalize any difference of re
sults between the two cases.

The benefits of this approach are said to be that it teaches stu
dents to read and think carefully, logically and critically—i.e., to
“think like a lawyer.” It requires students to learn actively (compared
to the textbooMecture format which preceded it). In class, this means
the students learn to think on their feet, and make and defend an ar
gument. The case method also supposedly teaches students to learn to
recognize the important facts and issues in a case and to separate
these issues from red herrings and makeweight arguments. It also
requires students to individually glean the substantive law in a partic
ular field from the cases, rather than spoon feeding the law to stu
dents through lecture or text. It also requires the students to
recognize that the law is a growing, changing body of doctrine.9

The case method, and the extent to which law faculty have come
to rely on it, has also been subject to criticism. Critics, while admit
ting that the case method might do a good job of teaching students to
understand and work with appellate opinions,’0 have noted that this
skill forms only a small part of what lawyers actually do. Most law
yers do not get involved with a case at the appellate level, but rather
most become involved at the beginning of the case. The client brings a
problem to the lawyer, and the lawyer’s job is to determine the rele
vant facts, and lirni and apply the appropriate law in order to either
advise the client or help solve the client’s problem.”

Students who have been taught by the case method usually get
some exposure to problem solving, but often not until they take their
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exams at the end of the semester. These exams typically involve a set
of hypothetical facts constituting a legal problem, and one OT more
questions testing the student’s ability to recognize the legal issues in
volved in the problem and requiring the students to discuss bow the
law (or a lawyer or judge) would handle these issues. The divergence
between how students are taught and tested has lead to further criti
cism that the case method is not only ignoring the skills that lawyers
need in practice, but also the skills that students need to succeed in
law school..12 The case method has also been critIcized because it puts
too much emphasis on cases as the source of substantive law, when
more and more law is governed by statutes, rules and regulations.13

One proposed solution has been to turn, in whole or in part, to the
problem method.’4 In the problem method, the students are given a
set of facts, similar to a real life legal dispute C or a law school exam).
Although students might still read (among other sources) some appel
late cases to learn the law to be applied, the problems, rather than the
cases, become the focus of the class discussion.’5

The problem method is more often used in advanced, upper-level
classes, than in first-year courses.16 By the second and third year of
law school, students have already developed a facility with legal anal
ysis and at least a basic knowledge of the subject matter. The stu
dents can then take their basic knowledge and understanding, and
learn the skill of applying these in a more realistic and complex fac
tual situation.’7 At this point many students have become dis
enchanted or bored with the case method and appreciate the novelty of
a new approach, especially one that more closely approximates what
the students will soon be doing as lawyers.18

There are probably a number of reasons why the problem method
has been used less frequently to teach first-year courses. For one
thing, many faculty have found that this method works better with
the smaller class size that is more typical in upper-level classes.’9
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There has also been a wider choice of published materials using the
problem approach for advanced courses.20 Another contributing fac
tor is that first year students do not have the basic knowledge of sev
eral areas of the law, which is very helpful in working out complex
problems that cut across several areas and issues. There may also be
a feeling (not necessarily correct) among those accustomed to teaching
by the case method, that the problem method is less efficient than the
case method for teaching legal doctrine.2’ Many teachers of first-year
subjects feel a tension, between trying to acquaint the students with a
vast body of substantive law and teaching the students skills, such as
legal reasoning and problem solving. These faculty members are less
likely to use the problem method if they view it as more time-
consuming.

Many law professors who use the case method also employ a tech
nique somewhat akin to the problem method: the in-class hypotheti
cal. The in-class hypothetical is usually a very short, simplified
problem, presented to the students in class by the professor. It is usu
ally devised by the professor, either in advance or on the spur of the
moment, but presented to the students in class rather than before
class. The in-class hypothetical is generally designed either to illus
trate a specific point raised during the class or to show how the results
might differ if the facts of the particular case under discussion were
slightly different.

The in-class hypothetical does give the students at least some of
the benefits of the problem method. Students are required to take the
legal doctrine learned from the case law and apply it to a different set
of facts. There are, however, some limitations. In-class hypotheticals,
both by necessity and design, are usually based on very simplified
facts and focused on one narrow issue. The hypotheticals do not,
therefore, provide the students practice with analyzing the more com

plicated factual situations they are likely to encounter in law practice,
or even the slightly more complicated facts of a law school exam. Even
when so simplified, however, hypotheticals do not always produce
good student response, since the students have not had an opportunity
to prepare for the hypothetical.22
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The US. Legal System: A Short Description
Federal Judicial Center

BACKGROUND

The U.S. Constitution establishes a federal system of government. The constitution gives
specific powers to the federal (national) government. All power not delegated to the fed
eral government remains with the states. Each of the 50 states has its own state constitu
tion, governmental structure, legal codes, and judiciary.

The U.S. Constitution establishes the judicial branch of the federal government and
specifics the authority of the federal courts. Federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction only
over certain types of cases, such as cases involving federal laws, controversies between
states, and cases involving foreign governments. In certain other areas federal courts share
jurisdiction with state courts. For example, both federal and state courts may decide cases
involving parties who live in different states. State courts have exclusive jurisdiction over
the vast majority of cases.

Parties have a right to trial by jury in all criminal and most civil cases. A jury usually
consists of a panel of 12 citizens who hear the evidence and apply the law stated by the
judge to reach a decision based on the facts as the jury has determined them from the
evidence at trial. However, most legal disputes in the United States are resolved before a
case reaches a jury. They are resolved by legal motion or settlement, not by trial.

STRUCTURE Of THE FEDERAL COURT SYSTEM

The U.S. Constitution establishes the U.S. Supreme Court and gives Congress the authority
to establish the lower federal courts. Congress has established two levels of federal courts
below the Supreme Court: the U.S. district courts and the U.S. circuit courts of appeals.

U.S. district courts are the courts of first instance in the federal system. There are 94
such district courts throughout the nation. At least one district court is located in each
state. District judges sit individually to hear
cases. In addition to district judges, bank- temeulruptcy judges (who hear only bankruptcy
cases) and magistrate judges (who perform
many judicial duties under the general su
pervision of district judges) are located Courts of Appeals Federal Circtj

within the district courts. U.S. circuit courts
of appeals are on the next level. There are

District Courts Court of International
12 of these regional intermediate appel- Trade, Claims Court, and
late courts located in different parts of the Court of Veterans Appeals

I
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country. Panels of three judges hear appeals from the district courts. A party to a case may
appeal as a matter of right to the circuit court of appeals (except that the government has
no right of appeal in a criminal case if the verdict is “not guilty’) These regional circuit
courts also hear appeals from decisions of federal administrative agencies. One non-re
gional circuit court (the Federal Circuit) hears appeals in specialized cases such as cases
involving patent laws and claims against the federal government.

At the top of the federal court system is the U.S. Stipreme Court, made up of nine
justices who sit together to hear cases. At its discretion, the U.S. Supreme Court may hear
appeals from the federal circuit coltrts of appeals as welt as the highest state courts if the
appeal involves the U.S. Constitution or federal law.

STRUCTURE OF STATE COURT SYSTEMS

The structure of state court systems varies from state to state. Each state court system has
unique features; however, some generalizations can be made. Most states have courts of
limited jurisdiction presided over by a single judge who hears minor civil and criminal
cases. States also have general jurisdiction trial courts that are presided over by a single
judge. These trial courts are usually called circuit courts or superior courts and hear major
civil and criminal cases. Some states have specialized courts that heat only certain kinds
of cases such as traffic or family law cases.

Alt states have a highest court, usually called a state supreme court, that serves as an
appellate court. Many states also have an intermediate appellate court called a court of
appeals that hears appeals from the trial court. A party in a case generally has one right of
appeal.

COURT ADMINISTRATION

The judicial branches of the federal and state governments are separate from the legisla
tive and executive branches. To insure judicial independence, the judicial branches of the
federal and state governments control the administration of the courts. Cotirt administra
tion includes managing court budgets, prescribing rules of trial and appellate procedure,
reviewing judicial discipline matters, offering continuing educational programs for judges,
and studying court performance.

In the federal judiciary the Judicial Conference of the United States, made up of a
members (the Chief Justice of the United States and 26 judges from each geographic re
gion of the United States) has overall administrative responsibility for the courts and has
primary authority to make policy regarding the operation of the judicial branch of the
government. The Judicial Conference is assisted by a large number of committees made
up of federal judges (and sometimes also state court judges and attorneys) who study
different parts of the federal court system and make recommendations. An important re

2
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sponsibility of the Judicial Conference is to recommend changes in the rules of procedure
used by all federal courts.

Congress has created three administrative agencies within the judicial branch. The
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts manages the day-to-day operations of the courts,
including such matters as payroll, equipment, and supplies. The Federal Judicial Center
conducts educational and training programs for judges and court personnel and does
research in the fields of court operations and administration. The U.S. Sentencing Com
mission develops advisory guidelines for federal judges in imposing criminal sentences.

In most state court systems, the state supreme court has overall administrative authority
over the court system. It is assisted by an administrative office. The chief justice of the
state supreme court usually appoints the director of the state court administrative office.

JUDGES

Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court and circuit and district judges are appointed by the
President of the United States if approved by a majority vote of the U.S. Senate. These
justices and judges serve “during good behavior”— in effect, a life term. Presidents usu
ally nominate persons to be judges who are members of their own political party. Persons
appointed are usually distinguished lawyers, law professors, or lower federal court or
state cottrt jcidges. Once these judges are appointed their salaries cannot be reduced. Fed
eral judges may only be removed from office through an impeachment process in which
charges are made by the House of Representatives and a trial is conducted by the Senate.
In the entire history of the United States, only a few jtidges have been impeached and
those removed were found to have committed serious misconduct. These protections allow
federal judges to exercise independent judgment without political or outside interference
or influence.

The methods of selecting state judges vary from state to state and are often different
within a state, depending on the type of court. The most common selection systems are by
commission nomination and by popular election. In the commission nomination system,
judges are appointed by the governor (the state’s chief executive) who must choose from a
list of candidates selected by an independent commission made up of lawyers, legislators,
lay citizens, and sometimes judges. In many states judges are selected by popular election.
These elections may be partisan or non-partisan. Candidates for judicial appointment or
election must meet certain qualifications, such as being a practicing lawyer for a certain
number of years. With very few exceptions, state judges serve specified, renewable terms.
All states have procedures governing judicial conduct, discipline, and removal.

In both the federal and state systems, judicial candidates are almost always lawyers
with many years of experience. There is no specific course of training for judges and no
examination. Some states require judges to attend continuing education programs to learn
aboctt developments in the law. Both the federal and state court systems offer beginning
and continuing education programs for judges.

3
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PROSECUTORS

Prosecutors in the federal system are part of the US. Department of Justice in the execu
tive branch. The Attorney General of the United States, who heads the Department of
Justice, is appointed by the President with Senate confirmation. The chief prosecutors in
the federal court districts are called U.S. attorneys and are also appointed by the President
with Senate confirmation. Within the Department of Justice is the federal Bureau of In
vestigation, which investigates crimes against the United States.

Each state also has an attorney general in the state executive branch who is usually
elected by the citizens of that state. There are also prosecutors in different regions of
the state, called state’s attorneys or district attorneys. These prosecutors are also usually
elected.

LAWYERS

The U.S. legal system uses the adversarial process. Lawyers are essential to this process.
Lawyers are responsible for presenting their clients’ evidence and legal arguments to the
cottrt. Based on the lawyers’ presentations, a trial judge or jury determines the facts and
applies the law to reach a decision before judgment is entered.

Individuals are free to represent themselves in American courts, but lawyers are often

necessary to present cases effectively. An individual who cannot afford to hire a lawyer
may attempt to obtain one through a tocal legal aid society Persons accused of crimes
who cannot afford a lawyer are represented by a court-appointed attorney or by federal or
state public defender offices.

American lawyers are licensed by the individual states in which they practice law. There
is no national authority that licenses lawyers. Most states require applicants to hold a law
degree (Juris Doctor) from an accredited law school. An American law degree is a post
graduate degree awarded at the end of a three-year course of study. (Normally individuals
complete four years of college/university before attending law school). Also, most states
require that applicants for a license to practice iaw pass a written bar examination and
meet certain standards of character. Some states allow lawyers to become bar members
based oti membership in another state’s bar. All states provide for out-of-state lawyers to
practice in the state in a particular case under certain conditions. Lawyers can engage in
any kind of practice. Although there is no formal distinction among types of legal prac
tice, there is mttch informal specialization.

4
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World-Wide Vo&s-wagen v. Woodson — The Rest of the Story
72NirL.REv. 1122 (l993)

By Charles W. Adams

L.TEE ACCrDmr
Lloyd Hull knew he had a serious iri*hig problem. Ever since his retirement from the Navy two

years before, it seemed as though he necded to get a little high, or better, every day. Alter getng off work
on September 21, 1977, in Benyville, Arkansas, Lloyd was on his way to visit his older sister iii Okarche,
Oklahoma.. Next to the bottle of Jim. Beam ax the front seat was aloaded 22 Magnum pistol for shooting
jack rabbits on his sister’s faara Lloyd was driving a 1971 Ford Torino he had bought just the week
before, paying $500 down. it bad a Large V-X engine, good tires and brakes, and was in perfect warig
touditiou..

As he drove along, Lloyd took shots from the battle of bourbu. After passing through Tulsa
a-ound nightfall, be relaxed as he got on the Turner Turnpike that rims to Oklahoma City. He was not in
any particular hoary to get to his sisters place, and he was not paying attention to his spencL Later he
assumed he must have been driving too fast on accourit of the liquor. Lloyd did not notice the small car
ahead of him until he was nearly on top of it. By the time be managed to hit his brakes, it was too late to
avoid the car. His Toxino slammed into the other car, a little off center on the drivet’s side. Lloyd saw the
small car continue down the road for a few cconds after the collision, come to a stop, and then catch on
fire. Lloyd polled aver and watched the small car but-n, but he did not get out of his Todno. He noticed
that the needle on his speedometer was jammed at seventy-five miles per hour.

Harry Robinson suffered from arthritis. Thiring the long winters in Massena, New York, a small
town on the St. Lawrence Seaway next to Canada, his ankles and knees would swell up arid bleed so
badly that he had to stay in bed for two or three months at a time. His doctor had told him he needed a
dry, wacr climate, and so be and his wife, Kay, had sold their restaurant and were moving to Tucson,
Arizona, with their three children. Ka was driving the 1976 Audi 100 LS that she and Harry had
purchased new the year before from. Seaway Volkswagen in Masseni Their dznghrer, Eva, age thirteen,
arid oldest son, Sam, si.xteon, rode with her. Hairy had rented a U-Haul truck for the ftimitorc, and he arid
their other son. Sidney, age fifteen, were riding in the truck about fifty yards ahead of the Audi

Sara was in tia. f’out Sta.i of tho Audi, arid hr w the st to s’ the approaching headlights
through the rear window, Sam yelled to his mother that the car behind was going to hit them, arid as Kay
looked in her rearview mirror, the Todno trashed into the back of the Auth. Sam saw the fire start in the
area over the rear scat right after they were hit. Kay took her foot off the gas pedal and pulled the car off
to the side of the road arid put it in park. The fire covered the area abvt the rear seat and was spewing
out gray sooty smoke. The blaze spread quickly over the rear seat, and the inside of the car got hot
rapidly. Sam arid Kay both tried to open their front doors but could not open either of them, even though
the doors were not locked- Somehow they had bee-n jammed shut by the collision. Sam and Kay tried the
rear doors, but they were jammed, too. Eva jumped from the back into the front seat. By that time flames
were shooting out of the space where the seat back arid the bottom. cushion met in the rear seat. MI the
windows were rolled up, except for the side vent ox Kay’s side, and none of them would open either. Kay,
Eva, and Sam were tupped..

By the time they tied to open all the doors and windows, the fire had spread to the frout of the
car. Kay lay down on the front seat and tried to kick out the side window, but could not. The car was full
of smoke and she could riot see anything. Sam tied desperately to break the wixdo with his fist. Kay
beard people moving outside the car, but she could not see them. She heard Eva’s flair catch on fire: it

O University of Ncbraska Law Revicw. Reptinrd with permission.
O3az1s W. Amtaris Ls a Professor of Law at the University of Toha Cnflce of Law.
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sunded Eke a touh. Harry Robinson noced the Audi’s headlights moving back and forth in the side
irrurs of the U-Haul truck. His son, Sidney, looked that the right mirror and saw the flames ignite. Re

said, “That’s Mama’s car,’ and Harry pulled over and got out of the cab. The Audi was ruaviiag toward
them sliding sideways, and fire and smoke were coming out of the trunk. The Audi came to a stop and
rolled backwards onto the grass by the side of the road. Due to his arthritis, Harry was only able to bobble
tcaid the car and Sidney reached it first. Hairy tried to open the doors on the driver’s side, and them
moved around the car to try the doors on the other side. When he reached the passenger side, the rear
window blew out, and the fire seemed to erupt at tle back of the car. Harry Could see his family
struggling inside. Sam appeared to be banging his head against the window, trying to break out.
Meanwhile, Sidney was pounding on the outside of the windshield with his fist lust when it seemed that
Kay, Eva, and Sam would never get out of the car alive, a hero came to their rescue.

Mike Miller first noticed the Ford Torino when be passed it on the righc As he looked over at the
driver, Mike could te]l he was drunk. Ar a ci2re further down the highway, the Torino nearly came to a
stop and nearly went off the road, but it got back on the highway, practically running over some barrels
beside the road. Then it picked up speed and passed Mike. A short time later Mike saw a bail of fire, He
immediately stopped and ran over to the burning Audi, leaving his car door open and the engine running.
As be ran, he thought pethaps he should have driven back to the tollgate at the entrance to the Turner
Turnpike to report the accident instead of trying to help the people in the burning car himseli

By the time Mike reached the Audi, the passenger compartment was engulfed in flames and filled
with smoke, MI he could see inside were two dark figures moving around, but he could hear people in the
car screaming and banging on the windows. Sidney was not doing any good beating on the windshield
with his fist, so Mike pushed him aside and hickedat the windshield.. As it started to cayc in, he gave it
another push and knocked a big hole through the windshield on the passenger side.

The fire was so intense by now that it looked as if there were a flamethrower in the back of the
car with the b]aze swirling around and concentrated on the driver’s side. As flames curled around the bole
that Mike had made in the windshield, two arms appeared. Mike reached down to grab Sam’s arms above
the elbows, but Mike’s hands slipped off the burning flesK Ha grabbcd Sam again, this time by the wrists,
and pulled his head and shoulders through the bole. While Mike dragged Sam off the hood of the car,
another man on the scene, Etsel Warner, pulled Eva through the bole.

The fire continued to burn, furiously, and Mike could not see anyone else through the thick black
smoke in the car. Then he heard Harry yell, “Get my wife out of there: vflke looked thruuh the hole and
a hand suddenly appeared reaching through the smoke and flames. Kay had felt Sam and Eva go out of
the car, and when nobody reached in for her, she figured that be most be on the wrong side. She moved
over to the other side of the car and stuck her hand out Mike grabbed her wrist and pulled as bard as be
could. Luckily, lay weighed only 93 pounds, and she practically flew through the hole and out of the
inferno.

Mike helped the three victims move away &nm the burning car. After taking only a couple of
steps, Mike heard a small explosion from inside the car. Mike did not look back, hut kept walking, only
faster, and he gut the three victims to lie down. Kay and Eva had been wearing polyester blouses, which
bad melted and were stuck to their bodies.

The highway patrol arrived on the scene, then the fire department, and finally an ambulance.
Highway Patrol Trouper Spencer walked to the ford Torino to question Lloyd Hull, who had a two-inch
gash on his lower lip, but was otherwise unhurt. Since Mr. Hull was obviously drunk, ‘Trooper Spencer
airested him and took him to the hospital to have his lip sewn up, and then to jail, where he rem ained for
fourteen days.

Kay, Sam, and Eva Robinson all received severe bums. Sam suffered first and second degree
burns on his face, neck, upper back, and arms. A nostril was burned, and he had a dctp scar on his right
cheek, and keloid scars on his chin, arms, and bands. Because she had been in the burning car longer.
Eva’s injuries were more serious. She suffered third degree burns on her neck, s’houlders, and aims. Her
vocal chords were burned, and she required sth grafts on her back, shoulders, and sight hand.
fortunately, though, Eva had covered her face, and it had not been burned as badly as it otherwise might
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have seen. Both Sam. and Eva were hospitalized for si weaks in Tulsa, and spent many months
undergoing physical therapy and recons,icth’e surgery.

Since Kay Robinson had been trapped in thc burning car the longest, her bums were the most
honfble of all. She had burns on forty-eight percent of her body — thirty-five percent of which were third
dcgme. Kay was in the intensive care unit for seventy-seVen days and was hospitalized in Tulsa for
another several months She underwent thirty-four operations, all but two of which were under general
anesthetic, for skin grafts and other recoustructh’c surgery. Most of her fingers were amputated, and she
had severe scarring over the entire upper part of her body. Eva and. Kay also suffered severe
psychological trauma both from the ordeal and from their permanent disfigurement.

With his wife and children hospitalized, Harry Robinson began the process of sek±ig redress for
their injuries. The effort was to continue faT more than fifteen years in state and federal trial courts in
Oklahoma, a federal trial court in Arizona, the Oklahoma Supreme Court, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, and the United States Supreme Court Along the way the litigation would
produce a landsuack Supreme Court decision in the area of personal jurisdiction, Wor1d-Wid Vo&rwagen
Corporotiou v. Woadrorz.

U. FTT.V’G TRI LAWSUIT
Harry Robinson first retained a Tulsa attorney named Charles Whitehook who brought in the

Tulsa law firm of Greer and Greer, headed by two brothers who had specialized ha personal injury
litigation for many years. Jefferson Greer was the lead attorney, but his younger brother Frank devoted a
significant amount of his time to the case as welL Mc. Greer was a prominent member of the persimal
injury plaintiffs’ bar, baviug served as President f the Oklahoma Trial Lawyers Association in 1966 and
as a Governor of The Association of Trial Lawyers of America in 1977. He bad more than twenty years of
experience trying personal injury cases and had handled some of the earliest products liability cases in
Oklahoma-

Lloyd Hall was an obvious defendant, but he had no liability insurance, and consequently any
judgment the Robinsous could obtain against him would be tincoflectible. To obtain an enforceable
judgment, the Robinsous would have to sac the manufacturer of the Audi on a products liability claim. To
prevail, they would need to establish that the Audi was defective and that its defects had caused their
injuries.

At the tine ufth Rchinsons’ rridei,L the law of products liability was undergoing fundamental
change in Oldahcrna- Prior to 1974, a nianufactarer’s liability under Oklahoma law for injuries caused by
a ddctiv product could be based upon one of only two theories: negligence, or breach of express or
implied warranties of the manufacturer. In 1974, the Oklahoma Supreme Court adopted a rule of sttict
liability for rnannftcturnrs for defects in their products in Kfrktand v. Gfnfrat Motors Corporaricrz,
relying on section 402A of the Restatement (Second) of Torts. Thus, if the Robinsons could establish that
the Auth was defective, its manufacturer would be strictly liable for their injuries, regardless of
negligence.

The dollar amounts of jiuy verdicts in personal injury cases had been increasing dramatically
daring the 1970s. In February 197S, a California jury returned a verdict for $1255 million in Grinuhaw v.
ford Motor Company. There were a uumbcr of similarities between the Grimshaw case and the
Robinson’s case against the manufacturer of the Audi In GrLmshaw, the gas tank of a 1972 Ford Pinto
e.tplodcd when the Pinto was “rear-ended” while stalled on a freeway. The driver died as a result of the
fire, and Richard Grimshaw, a thirteen-year-old passenger, suffered severe burns on his face and entire
body. It was evident that there was the potential for the Robinsons to recover a substantial, perhaps multi-
million dollar verdict The extent of their injuries, the pain and suffering, and the psychological trauma
would surely win a jury’s sympathy. On the other band, the Oklahoma law of products liability was in its
early stages of development, and there were a number of unsettled legal issues. The trial would be
complicated by the need for testimony by experts in automotive engineering and safety, as well as the
usual medical experts and experts on damages. Moreover, the German auto manufacturers had earned a
reputation for being particularly aggressive defendants. While Mr. Greer realized at the ouCcet that the

‘Si
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case would be difficult to tx3r. he could not have anticipated the cxtent of the obstacles ho would
encounter.

An aspect of the Robinsoos’ case that Mr. Groer imuacdiately recognazed as significant was the
fhct that the accident had occurred just a few rules outside of Tulsa County in Creek County, Oklahoma,
rnakin venue proper in Creek County. An oil boom had come to Crock County at the turn of the century,
but had ended shortly after World War I, and it had been an especially depressed area during the 1930’s.
By the 1970s, Creek County was a blue-collar community that hail become known to personal injury
lawyers throughout the state as being particularly sympathetic to personal injury plaintiffs. The
attractiveness of Creek County as a plaintiffs’ venue was and is demonstrated by the numerous change of
venue cases that have originated there. Mr. Greet regarded Creek County as one of the best VeuUe5 ifl
which to try a personal injury lawsuit in the United States. Ec ratgd it on a par with Dade County, Florida,
or Cook County, Illinois, both notoriously high-verdict jurisdictions, and he esdmaLed that a case in Creek
County was woith twice as much as it would be in Tulsa County.

Mr. Greet knew he needed to be prepared for the defendants’ attempt to defeat venue in Creek
County thanugh removal of the case to the United States Disthct Court for the Northern District of
Oklahoma in Tulsa, a standard defense strategy in cases involving nonresident defendants. Since the
Robiiisons had been citizens of New York, lie would have to name defendants who were also citizens of
New York to destroy diversity of citizenship and thereby block removal After verifying that Seaway
Volkswagen, Inc., the car dealer from whom the Robinsons had purchased the Audi, was incorporated in
and had its principal place of business in New York, Mr. Greer named Seaway Volkswagen as one of the
defendants in the case. He also named World-Wide Volkswagen, Inc., the distnlntor which stroplied the
Audi to Seaway Volkswagen, as another defendant. World-Wide Volkswagen was also a citizen of New
York, since it was incorporated there. The other defendant originally named in the case was Volkswagen
ofAsuerica, Inc., which had imported the Audi from Germany and was a citizen of New Jersey.

}ilr. Greer filed separate petitions on behalf of each of the Rubinsons in the Bristow Division of
the District Court of Creek County on October 18, 1977. The Presiding Judge was Charles S. Woodson.
Each of the petitions alleged a single cause of action for products liability based on defects in th design
and location of the Audi’s gas tank.

On May 23, 1973, Mr. Greet filed amended petitions in which he added Yolkawagenwerk
Aktiengesellschaft (Volkswagen of Germany) as a defendant. M the time Mr. Greer onderstool that
Volkswagen of Germany had manufactured the Audi. He later was informed through a conversaon with
defense counsel and in responses to his interrogatories that the manufacturer of the Audi was Audi NSU
Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft (Audi NSU). Accordingly, on June 14, 1978, he obtained an order
substituting Audi NSU for Volkswagen of Germany as the defendant manufacturer. The correct identity
of the Audi’s manufacturer would later become a cracial issue in the case.

Volkswagen of Germany, Volkswagen of America, and Audi NSU were affiliated companies.
and all were represented in the United States by the prestigious Wail Street law firm of Beuzfeld and
Rubin. Rhodes. Emonymus, Holloway and Wilson, a Tulsa law firm specializing in insurance defense,
was retained as local counseL Bert Jones, a senior partner at Rhodes, Hieronymous, took charge of the
case in Tulsa. Separate counsel were needed for the other defendants, World-Wide and Seaway
Volkswagen, and Mr. Jones recommended Tulsa lawyers Mike Baridey and Dan Rogers, rtspecthely, to
represent them.

iJcc Barkicy was twenty-nine years old at the time, and he had recently set up his own otfice.
Before that, he had been an associate for several ytars at Rogers, Rogers and Jones, an insurance defense
firm in which Dan Rogers was a named partner. Having been on his own for only a short while, ?flce v,as
thrilled to get the call from Mr. Jones concerning the case, and he was eager to defend his new client,
World-Wide Volkswagen.

Volkswagen of America, World-Wide, and Seaway Volkswagen each filed special appearances to
contest jurisdiction in Oklahoma and venue in Creek County, and after a bearing on December 21, 1977,
Judge Wnodson overruled their special appearances. Harry Robinson’s deposition was taken on
December 30, and the defendants learned that prior to the accident he and Kay Robinson had sold their
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home and business in New York and had already purchased a new home in A±ona. On January 5, 1978,
the defendants joined in a petition for removal to the United States District Coufl for the Northern Disct
of Olciahoma, cisinihig that the Robinsons were no longer citizens of New Yodc and cousequenUy,
federal subject-matter jurisdiction existed based on diversity of citizenship.

Mr. Orner responded with a motion to remand Lu which he contended that although the Robinsous
were in the process of changing their citizenship, they did not become citizens of Arizona until arriving
there after their release from the hospital in This a. He argued that when their petition was filed in Creek
County, the RoNnsous were still citizens of New York, 111cc World-Wide Volkswagen and Seaway, and
thus there could be no federal subject-matterjurisdiction based on diversity of citizeusMp.

[section on removal edited out]

WLBAmE OVER .TllPJSDICrION
Since removal had not been successful, World-Wide Volkswagen’s only way to avoid trial in

Creek County was by establishing that Oklahoma lacked personal jurisdiction aver the company. On
January 5, 1978, the same day the defendants had filed the petition for removal, World-Wide Volkswagen
and Seaway Vollcswagen had filed separate motions for Judge Woodson to reconsider his order
overruling their special appearances. No action bad been taken on the motions to reconsider while the
case was in federal court, but once it was remanded to Creek County, Mile Barilcy had the motions set
for rehearing.

In 1978, Oklahoma had two long-arm jurisdiction statutes that permitted its courts to exercise
jurisdiction over nonresident defendants, sections 187 and 1701.03 of tide 12 of the Oklahoma Statutes.
Section 187 had been adopted in 1963 and was based on the flhinois long nn statete. Although section
137 authorized the assertion of personal jurisdiction over nonresidents with respect to causes of action
arising from a varibty of acts, none of these applied to World-Wide Volkswagen. Section 1701.03 had
been adopted in 1965 as a part of the Uniform Interstate and International Procedure Act. It was
somewhat broader than section 187 and authorized the exercise ofpersonal jurisdiction over a nonresident
defendant as to causes of action arising from either of the following:

(3) causing toxoos injury in this stale by an act or omiscion in this state;

(4) causing tordoos injury in dna State by an act cx uu.iission iisida zbL r if ±5:
regularly does or solicits business or engages in any other persistent course of conduct, or
derives substantial revenue from goods used or ecurmued or services rmdercd, in this slate.

The Robinsoas’ injuries bad occurred in Oklahoma, but the arts or omissions of Wand-Wide
Volkswagen that were alleged to have caused the injuries would appear to have beer in New York, rather
than Oklahoma. Moreover, World-Wide Volkswagen’s dishibution franchise was limited to Connecticut,
l’Tew York, and New Jersey, and it neither conducted business in Oklahoma nor derived any revenue from
the state. Thus, there seemed to be a strong basis for arguing that World-Wide Volkswagen was not
subject to personal jurisdiction under Okbbcma’s long-arm statutes. On the other baud, only two years
before, the Oklahoma Supreme Comt had held that section 1701.03 authorized the assertion of
jurisdiction over Volkswagen of America and a Volkswagen distributor in Texas in another products
liability case.

[Attorney Claire] Eagan argued to Judge Woudson that Oklahoma did not have personal
jurisdiction over her client nuder section 1701.03, because World-Wide Volkswagen did not sell any
automobiles in Oklahoma. In addition, she m±taiued that eonsuing section 1701.03 to extend personal
jurisdiction over World-Wide Volkswagen would violate the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
A.mcndment to the United States Constitution. Judge Woodson advised the inexperienced lawyer that the
Fourteenth Amendment did not carxy much weight in Creek County, and the motion to reconsider was
denied.
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Ms. EagIi was ready to abandon her effort, bt.t Mike Bai±iey was convinced that Creek County
had no jeisdiction over his client. He told her to prepare an applicatiozi to assume original juii.sdictiou
and a petition for a writ of prohibition and 1e it with the Oklahoma Supreme Court.. Although
Votkswagcn of America and Audi NSU had also objected to jurisdiction at the trial court level, they did
not join in World-Wide Volkswagen’s pccitiou to the Oklahoma Supreme Court. However, Seaway
Volkswagen. the auto dealer, did join in the petitiou Seaway VoIkwagen’s liability was based an its
having sold a defective product that World-Wide Volkswagen had supplied, and therefore, ft wa-s entitled
to indemnity from World-Wide Volkswagen. Moreover, as long as Seaway Volkswagen did not take a
position that was adverse to World-Wide Volkswagen, it would be entitled to indemncation for its
attorney’s fees. Consequently. World-Wide Volkswagen assumed primaq responsibility far defending the
case against Seaway Volkswagen and itself, and Seaway Volkswagen took a passive rule throughout the
litigation, joining in all of World-WIde Volkswagen’s actions.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court granted the application to assume original jurisdictioti, btat it
denied the writ of prohibition. dr. Greer maintained before the Oklahoma Supreme Court that jurisdiction
existed under both paragraphs (3) and (4) of section 1701.03, citing the fl]inuis Supreme Courts holding
iu Gray v. Ajnericwx Radiator & Srwuko-d Stmitmy Corporation. The Gray case involved an
intrrpretafion of the provision in the Ehinois long-ann statote that authorized the atsertiou of jurisdiction
arising from the “commission of a single tort within this State.” Reasoning that a tort was not complete
unlil a plaintiff sustained an injury, the Illinois Supreme Court decided that a defendant that had
manufactured and sold a defective product in another state committed a tort in Illinois and was therefore
subject to jurisdiction there, because the pialutiffs injury resulting from the defect was sustained in
Illinois.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled that a similar interpretation of paraaph (3) would render
paragraph (4) nugatory, because it would make it impossible to have a torifous njniy fri. the state caused
by an act or omission outside the state. Nevertheless, it held that paragraph (4) confened jurisdiction over
World-Wide Volkswagen, because given the retail value of the Audi, World-Wide Volkswagen had
derived substantial revenue from the Robinsons’ use of the Audi in Oklahoma as well as from the sale of
other automobiles that from time to time would foresecably be used in Oklahoma. The OJdalomz
Supreme Court explained its holding as follows:

The product being sold and distributed by World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen is by its vnry
design and, purpose so mobile that World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen can fotesce its possible
use in Dklahonaa This is especially true of the diattibutor, who has the exclusive tight to dimibute
ucb aatomobile in New York, New Jersey and. Connecticut The evidence presented below
demonstrated that goods sold and disth’boted by Wcrld-Wide and Seaway Vdlkswagtn were nscxl
in the State of Oklahoma, and under the facts we believe it reasonable to infcr, given the retail
value of the automobile, that World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen derive substantial income
from automobiles which fium time to time are used in the State of Okahcma. This being the case,
we bold that under the facts presented, the that court was justi,Ecd in concluding that World-Wide
and Seaway Volkswagen derive substantial revenue from goods used or consumed in this State,

As soon as the Oklahoma Supreme Court’s decision came down, Mr. Ba±ley told Ms. Eagan to
pack her bags because they were going to New Yo± Mr. Barkley was still not ready to give up, and he
wanted to obtain authorization from his client to petition the United States Supreme Court far certiorari

When Mc. Baridey and Ms. Eagan met with World-Wide Volkswagen’s corporate counsel and its
insurer in New York, both refused to authorize them to incur any additional legal expenses contesting the
jurisdictional issue. Their justifrcation was that World-Wide Volkswagen was entitled to indemniEcaflon
against Volkswagen of America and Audi NSU for the same reason that Seaway Volkswagen was entitled
to be indemnified by World-Wide Volkswagen. Since World-Wide Volkswagen was not willing to pay to
take the case to the United States Supreme Court, Ms. .Eagan thought the battle aver jurisdiction was
finally at an end.
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But Mr. Bar]dey took Ms. Eagan across the street to the Offices of Herafild and Rubin, the law
&m rtprescntñng Vo&swagcu of A.merica and Audi NSU. Mr. Baxkley explained to the lawyers at
Ecruleld and Robin that if World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen were disn±sed for lack of personal
jurisdiction, Volkswagen of America and Aedi NSU could remove the case to federal court and avoid a
trial before a “plaintiff’s jury’ in Creek County. He managed to convince them that it was in their cient
interests to smderite the legal expenses of taldug the case to the United States Supreme Court,
particularly since their clients were already obligated to indemnify Wo±1-Wi.de and Seaway
Volkswagen’s legal expenses. As a result of Mike Barkicy’s meethg with Hetulald and Rubin,
Volkswagen of America and Auth NSU aced to pay for World-Wide Volkswagews peafion for
certiorari. In adriltion, Hereld and Rubin would participate in the preparation of the briefs, and a. senior
partoer of HeeId and Robin, Herbert Rubin, would argue World-Wide Volkawagro’s cause before the
Supreme Court instead of Mike Ba±kley. Had the “upstream” defeudants not paid World-Wide
Volkswagen’s legal expenses, there would have been no World-Wide Volknvogn Corp. v. Woadwn
decision by the United States Supreme Court..

The work began oathc petition for certiorari. The weakest link in the Oldabona Supreme Court’s
opinion was its coucinsian that World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen derived substanthi revenue from
the use of automobiles in Oldahoma, since it was likely that no automobiles they had ever sold, aside’
from the Robinsuns’ Audi. had beta used in Oklahoma.. However, the Oklahoma Supreme Court is the
final authority on matters of Oklahoma law, such as the meaning of the phrase “dethes substantial
revenue from goods used in this state” in section 1701.03(4). The only issue the United States
Supreme Court could address was whether Oklahoma’s exercise of Jurisdiction over World-Wide and
Seaway Volkswagen violated their tights to due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United Stares Constitution.

The brief accompanying World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagens petition fur certiorari
emphasized the Supreme Court’s three most recent cases in which it had ruled in favor of defendants
contesting personal jurisdiction. In Hmisan v. Denrkiti, the Supreme Court first articulated the rule that
for a defendant to be subject to a state court’s jurisdiction, there must “be some act by which the
defendant purposefuLly ayails itself of the pd’iicg of couductig ac&.itiet within the fur,m State. thus
invoksng the benefits and protections of its laws.” The Supreme Court again employed this ‘purposeful
availmeur requirement to stn]ce down state courts’ asertiou of jurisdiction over nonresident defendants
in Shnffer u. Hthner and Kü&o v. Sup&or Cowi, and World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen urged its
application in their own case. They pointed out that the Robinsons were responsible fur the Audi’s
entering OkLahoma, and argued that they should not be subject to jurisdiction in Oklahoma because of “a
forttitous event precipitated by the unilateral, voluntary act of the Robinsons in d%ving through that
state.” Wotld-Wi4e and Seaway Volkswagen further argued the antic fact it may have been foreseeable
that the Robinsons might drive to Oklahoma should not be enough to permit its courts to exercise
jurisdiction over the companies; otherwise, any local seller would become subject to suit in every taie
where a purchaser might take a product. They contended that to provide a sufficient basis for jurisdiction,
foresceability had to be coupled with the “afEliating circumstances” that the seller purposefully availed
itself of the benefits of the forum state.

Mr. Greet responded that World-Wide and Seaway Volkswagen were parts of a national network
of Auth dealers, including one located in Tulsa on Route 66. Consequently, both World-Wide and
Seaway Volkswagen could reasonably anticipate that purchasers of their automobiles would travel to
Oklahoma and require servicing there. Be also cited a number of cases upholding jurisdiction where torts
committed in another state resulted in injuries in the forum state. The Robinsons’ brief in opposition to the
petition fur certiorari concluded with an appeal to the Supreme Court that it not retam to the rttrictive
jorisdicdooal doctrine of Frw.oyer v. Neff, which the Supreme Court had rejected twenty years before.

The Supreme Court grants fewer than five percent of the thousands of petitions fur certiorari that
are filed with it each year. The chances of having one’s case beard by the High Court are therefore
ordinarily slim, but the likelihood that the Court would. grant World-Wide Volkswagen’s petition seemed
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pccialiy rtote. Not only had the Supre.ruc Court heard few cases involving personal 3udsdicdon ovcT
the preceding r,o decades, but it had denied numerous petitions for certiorari presenting issues sinflar to
those raised by World-Wide Vollcswagen.

One aspect of World-Wide Volkswagen’s case, however, disguisbcd it om the others: it was
the rst petition for ccrtiorañ in a products liability case where the allegedly defective product had been
brought into the forum State by a coosumer, rather than by the tuanufactorer or a distiibutor. This would
prove to be crucial to the Supreme Court’s decision that Oklahoma lacked jurisdiction over World-Wide
Voflcswageil and Seaway. Another factor that may have influenced the Supreme Court was the
coincidental iing of an appeal in Rush v. Savchuk, a case fruan l1nnesota involving an issue of quasi in
rem jurisdiction. The Supreme Court noted probable jurisdiction in Rnrh v. avchuk on the same day that
it antcd World-vride and Seaway Vo&swageus petitiou for certiorari, and ordered the two casts set for
argument together.

World-Wide arid Seaway Volkswagtus battle over jmsdiction ended with the Supreme Courts
dccisIou cWWYW v. Woo ilsoit, infra], which has become a staple of civil procedure courses and
casebooks since 1980. But the baffle over jurisdiction was only a prt]iminarr ±rmish in the many yearsof litigation that lay ahead for the parties who remained in the case.

Subsequent History

On remand, case went to trial. Jury rendered verdict for 0. That was appealed & there was a second
trial, but ultimately, after 20 years of litigation, Robinsons received nothing.
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PRIVATE ENFORCEMENT

b) -

Stsphin B. Burbank, Smn Fathang & Herbert ?I. KULtP

II. GENERAL HISTORICAL, CULTURAL, AND POLITICAL INFLUENCES ON
PRIVATE ENFORCEMENT

For most of its history, by reason of the circumstances of its
founding, the United States has depended far more on state and local
laws and institutions than it has on federal laws and institutions for
solutions to systemic problems unremedied by judge-made common law
rules applied in actions between private parties. States have historically

had primary or exclusive responsibility for the maintenance of order, the
protection of public welfare, and the provision of government services.
Moreover, although disagreements about the need for and permissible
extent of national governmental institutions have existed since the
founding, the federal Constitution reflects a preference for both limited
government and decentralized government with regard to internal
affairs.

There have been at least four periods in U.S. history when federal
laws and institutions made notable encroachments on a landscape
previously either free of legal regulation by statutory or administrative
law or dominated by state institutions: (1) during and immediately after
the Civil War in the 1860s, (2) during the Progressive Era that bridged
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, (3) during the Great Depression
in the 1930s, and (4) auring and following the Civil Rights and “Great
Society” period in the 1960s. Despite enormous increases in federal
regulation since the 1960s, the states o1’ the United States continue to
guard their prerogatives, even if inconsistently,2’ and it remains true that
most law governing cithen-to-cithen relationships is state law and much
of that isjudge-made common law.

Cultural explanations, often emphasizing a litigious populace, an
imperial judiciary, and an entrepreneurial bar, dominate discussions of
the role of litigation in American society. Kagan is correct, however, that
“adversarial legalism in the United States does not arise from a deep-
rooted American propensity to bring lawsttits.” Notwithstanding a
decades-long organized campaign by American business to demonize
lawyers and litigation, there is robust empirical evidence supporting
Iagan’s observation that “[m]any, perhaps most, Americans are reluctant
to sue ‘ Moreover, subsequent work in political science, discussed
below, both confirms and extends his alternative explanation, namely
that “American adversarial legalism arises from political traditions and
legal arrangements that provide incentives to resort to adversarial legal
weapons,” making clear the centrality of purposefully designed private
enforcement regimes to the increase of adversarial legalism. This work
demonstrates that cultural explanations of private enforcement
drastically oversimplify and that institutional considerations have been
consequential.

In recently published work, Sean farhang uses both statistical
analysis of systematically collected data and qualitative empirical work
focusing on federal civil rights legislation to show that the choice of
private enforcement as opposed (or in addition) to administrative
enforcement by the federal government tends to reflect concern in the
dominant party in Congress about subversion of legislative preferences if
enforcement were committed to an administrative agency under the
control of an ideologically distant executive.’ In a complex system of
separated but interdependent governmental powers, it is as difficult to
repeal as to enact legislation. Where, therefore, the status quo is “sticky,”
the choice of private over administrative enforcement may afford 40
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protection to congressional policy long after the governing majority has
been replaced by legislators with different preferences. Moreover,
because private enforcement regimes create incentives for lawyers and
litigants—again, “judicial enforcement” is a misnomer—they also provide
some protection against subversion by an ideologically distant judiciary
(in a system in which judges are politicaily appointed). Thus, as Farhang
predicted, federal statutory private enforcement regimes are associated
with periods of divided government, and the great majority of them
endure through periods of control by the party that was in the minority
when they were enacted.36

Although cultural explanations of adversarial legalism oversimplify,
there is certainly a historic willingness of Americans, self.reliant and
insistent on their rights, to take their grievances to court. Until the
Progressive Era, however, there was virtually no federal statutory or
administrative law available to solve unremedied systemic problems
through private enforcement, and although the New Deal added to that
store considerably, a variety of legal harriers hindered access to cottrt. As
we discuss below, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure eliminated or
lowered a number of those barriers. Litigation of consequence requires
lawyers and thus financing, however, and those who can afford to litigate
may not be the people most intent on righting the wrongs of society.

The vast increase in private enforcement actions under federal law
that started in the late 1960s reflected in large part the congruence of
three developments: (1) the enactment of many new federal statutes
specifically authorizing ( or interpreted to authorize) private rights of
action, (2) the proliferation of means to finance private enforcement
litigation, including Legal Services programs funded by the government,
the growth of privately funded nonprofit advocacy organizations
subvened through favorable tax treatment, particularly in the civil rights
and environmental fields,37 damages provisions sufficient to attract
lawyers relying on contingency fee agreements, statutory attorneys’ fee-
shifting provisions favorable to prevailing plaintiffs, and the modern class
action (which, as we discuss below, dramatically enlarged the scope for
contingent financing), and (3) changes in the legal profession, attracted
by these new opportunities to do well, sometimes by doing good, and
freed of some of the most seriously anti-competitive aspects of self-
regulation (i.e., a ban on advertising) . Much of the impetus for these
developments came from the political dominance of the Democratic
Party during the 1960s.

A great deal has changed since these developments promoted
private enforcement in the United States. In a recent article about the
demand for and supply of legal services, Gillian Hadfield observes that,

the vast majority of the legal problems faced by (particularly poor)
Americans fall outside of the “nile of law,” with high proportions of
people—many more than in the U.K, for example—simply
accepting a result determined not bylaw but by the play of markets,
power, organizations, wealth, politics, and other dynamics in our
complex society.33

To the extent that Hadfleld’s findings apply to private enforcement,
it may be important to consider how, notwithstanding the “stickiness of
the status quo,” those with the power to determine the efficacy of private
enforcement regimes in action may subvert the policy preferences of the
enacting Congress. As we shall discuss, two related means are
underfunding of the courts and judicial actions, often under cover of
resource constraints, that compromise steps previously taken to afford
effective access to court.
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B. Procedure

The 1938 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provided a system that
could attract a great deal of private litigation, including litigatioii enforcing
statutory and administrative law. In the years following 193$, a number of
Supreme Court decisions, including Rickrnau v. Ta1lm and Conlsv V.
Gibson,” embraced the concepts of notice pleading and broad discovery.
Eventually, however, notice pleading, broad discoveiy (unleashed further
by amendments to the Federal Rules in 1970), and a restrictive view of
summary judgment assumed a different complexion in light of statutory
incentives to litigate (e.g., a host of new federal statutes with pro-plaintiff
fee-shifting provisions), the modem class action, and a bar responsive to
such incentives and assisted by decisions striking down anti-competitive
teguladons like the traditional ban on advertising.74

As the volume of federal litigation increased, and as the federal
judiciary became mote conservative,75 the rttlemakers responded by
turning to one approach after another—from managerial judging, to
sanctions, to summary judgment.6 Although different in many respects,
these approaches share the quest for greater definition of claims and
defenses and the ability it affords courts to make rational judgments as to

Issues, Knowns, and Unknowns 1 (RAND, Occasional Paper, 2010), avaitabte at
http://www.rand.org/contenc/dam/rand/pubs/occasional_papers/2010/RAND_
0P306.pclf; see aLco Maya Steinitz, Whose claim is this Asuway? Third_Party Litigation
Funding. 95 MINN. L. REv. 1268, 1275—76 (2011). from the perspective of access to
court for private enforcement, insurance is nor an important consideration for
platntiffs because of the combination of contingency fees and the American Rule;
liability insurance that covers both indemnity and legal expenses is obviously
important for defendants. Moreover, it is our impression that the inc:idence and
coverage of pre-paid legal service plans is not consequential for these purposes. The
same is nise (at least for the present) of ALF. ALF has only recently made an
appearance on the U.S. legal scene; it confronts significant barriers erected by the
self-regulating legal profession. See Gillian K Hadfield, The Price of Law: flow the
Market for Lawyers Distorts the Justice System, 98 Micm. L REv. 953, 979—82 (2000);
AnthonyJ. Sebok, The Inauthenlic Claim, 64 VAND. L. REV. 61 (2011). In addition, to
the extent that ALF is focused on investing in cases with the potential for substantial
recoveries, it seeks entn’ into a marker in which both the contingency fee and class
actions are well-established. That may help to explain why a recent study found three
segments of ALF business, Iwo of which involved loans, one to (usually) personal-
injury plaintiffs and one to plaintiffs’ law firms, and one of which involved investment
in commercial (inter-corporate) lawsuits. In their loan activities, ALF providers can
be viewed as substituting for banks in a time of tight credit, charging (high) interest
rather than taking a percentage of any recovery. Sec Garber, supra.

329 U.S. 495 (1947).
355 U.S. 41 (1957).
See Stephen B. Burbank, Vanishing Thals and Summaiy Judgment in federal Civil

Cases: Dnfting Toward &thtehevt or GonwsTah t, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEnA.;. Snrn. 591, 620
(2004).

n See id. at 625.
Id. at 624.
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whether a case should be permitted to proceed.77 As discussed above,
however, they make more difficult efforts to determine whether existing
resources were inadequate to accommodate increasing caseloads.
Assessing the cost of modern federal litigation as a basis for procedural
reform is no easier, at least when the supposed cause of disproportionate
cost is discovery.

Increasingly over the last 30 years, probably the greatest source of
complaint voiced by critics of litigation has been the cost of federal civil
litigation, with the primary culprit said to l)e the cost of discovery,
particularly document discovery (most is born by the party from whom
discovety is sought and cannot be shifted ex post from the winner to the
loser). At the same time, however, thoughthtl scholars and judges have
pointed out the potential costs of cutting back on discovery.’1

The rulernakers have responded to complaints about discovery with
round after round of amendments designed to streamline the discovesy
process.’3 Most recently, they fashioned amendments to address a
phenomenon that even skeptical empiricists understand may have
changed the landscape and the conclusions about costs and benefits that
one should draw from it: discovery of electronic documents, or e-cliscoveiy.
Yet, we do not know what the impact of e-discoveiy has been, because
anecdotes about discovery continue to dominate methodologically sound

See iU.; Stephen B. Burbank, The Transformation of American Civil Procedure: The
Example ofRule 11, 137 U. PA. L. Rxv. 1925, 1930—31 (1989).

“We should keep clearly in mind that discovery is the American alternative to
the administrative state. . . . Every day, hundreds of American lawyers caution their
clients that an unlawful course of conduct will be accompanied by serious risk of
exposure at the hands of some hundreds of thousands of lawyers, each armed with a
subpoena power by which misdeeds can be uncovered. Unless corresponding new
powers are confctrcd on public officers, constricting discovery would diminish the
disincentives for lawless behavior across a wide spectrum of forbidden conduct.” Paul
D. Carrington, Renovating Diwoveiy, 19 ALA. L. REv. 51, 51 (1997). Judge Patrick
Higginbotham, former Chair of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, also
emphasized the relationship of discovery to the ability to enforce congressional
statutes: “Congress has elected to use the private stat, private attorneys-general as an
enforcing mechanism for the anti-trust laws, the securities Jaws, environmental Jaws,
civil rights and more. In the main, the plaintiff in these suits must discover his
evidence from the defendant. Calibration of discovery is calibration of the level of
enforcement of the social policy set by Congress.” Patrick Higginbotharn, foreword, 49
Aa.L.Rxv. 1,4—5 (1997).

They introduced (but then restricted the ambit of) required disclosures (i.e.,
without waiting for a discovery detnand), see FED. R. Civ. P. 26(a) (as amended in
1993 and 2000), presumpdve limits on the number of interrogatoiles, see FED. R. Civ.
P. 33(a) (as amended in 1993), and depositions, see FED. R. Civ. P..’30(a)(2) (as
amended in 1993) arid the length of depositions, see FED. R Civ. P. 30(d) (2) (as
amended in 2000), and even purported to reduce the universe of discoverable
material (in the absence of a court order) from that which is relevant to the subject
matter of the action to that which is relevant to a claim or defense See Fen. R. Civ. P.
26(b)(1) (as amended in 2000).
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research—a phenomenon characteristic of discourse about all of American
civil litigation.80

‘vVhen evaluating criticisms of American litigation, it is important to
understand that, as Robert Gordon recendy put it, “[c]areful studies
demonstrate that the litigation explosion’ and liability crisis’ are largely
myths and that most lawyers’ efforts go into representing businesses, not
individuals; unfortunately, those studies have had no restraining effect on
this epidemic of lawyers’ open expression of disdain for law.”8’ With
respect to discovery in particular, empirical research conducted over 40
years has not demonstrated that it is a problem—disproportionately
expensive—in more than a small slice of litigation.82 Instead, study after
study has found that discovery is a problem in precisely the types of cases
that one would expect—high stakes, complex cases.’° An October 2009
Federal Judicial Center survey of attorneys in recently closed federal civil
cases again failed to support the story of ubiquitous abuse or skyrocketing
cost.84

Notwithstanding the Failure of empirical study to verify the oft-told
tale of pervasive discovery abuse and pervasively crushing discovery
expense, the Supreme Court invoked both, together with the supposed
inability of federal judges to manage discovery, as reasons to change
federal procedural law—but not the aspects of that law that govern
discovery. Rather, in order that defendants in massive antitrust class
actions might be spared putatively impositional discovery,8” the Supreme
Court made it more difilcult for the plaintiffs in such cases to survive a
motion to dismiss. They did so chiefly by resuscitating the distinctions
between “facts” and “conclusions” that the drafters of the Federal Rules
had rejected and by transfbrming the motion to dismiss for failure to
state a claim upon which relief can be canted from a vehicle for testing
the plaintiffs legal theoty into a means to weed out complaints that,
shorn of conclusions, do not set forth sufficient facts to make the
plaintiffs claim plausible.86 Thereafter, in another case where the Court

For a refreshing exception, see EsERY G. LEE 111 & TrIosrAs E. WILLG;NG, FED,
JunicLu. CTR., NAaIoL, C.sc-BAsEn Crvii. RULES SURVEY: PRELIMINARY REPoRT TO
ITIEJUDICIAL CONFERENCE ADVtSORY COMMITTEE ON Civo, RulEs (2009).

Robert W. Gordon, The Citizen Lawyer—A Thief informal Ilistoiy of a MYth with
Some Basis in Reality, 50 WEL & MARY L. Rxv..l 169, 1199 (2009).

‘ See, e.g., Linda S. Mullenix, Discovers in Disarray: The Pervasive Myth of Pervasive
Di.wovoy Abuse and the Cansequences for Unfounded Riikmaking, 46 STAN. L. Riv. 1393,
1440—42 (1994).

‘ See, e.g., Id. at 1437.
See LEE & WILLGING, supra note 80, at 40 (fmding that mectian estimates of

discovery Costs ielated to total litigation costs were lower than the median responses
to the question of what the proper ratio was between the costs of discovery and
litigation costs).

See Frank H. Easterbrook, Discovesy asAbu.ce, 69 B.U. L. Rxv. 635, 646 (1989).
See Bell Ad. Corp. v. Twornhty, 550 U.S. 544, 555—56 (2007); Burbank, supra

note 1$.at 113.
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was concerned about the costs of discovery—but there, the costs of
diverting the time and attention of high government officials—the Court
made clear what should have been obvious, namely that’ the new pleading
regime applies to all federal civil cases.87

Notice pleading and broad discovery were created under the
auspices of the Supreme Court acting pursuant to congressional
delegation. Once finiily entrenched, they became part of the
background against which Congress legislated, part of the foundation of
congressional private enforcement regimes. They also became part of the
status quo and thus were highly resistant to change through the
lawmaking process that brought them forth—the Enabling Act88 process.
from this perspective, desiring to effect change, the Court was equally
hobbled by the irerdal power of the status quo and the limitations
created by foundational assumptions and operating principles associated
with the Enabling Act process. The Court effectively amended the
Federal Rules on pleading through judicial decision because the Justices
knew that, even if amendments through the prescribed process could
survive congressional review, they would embroil the process and the
Court in political controversy.

It is no surprise thai the anecdotes one hears from the defenders of
the Court’s recent pleading decisions have to do only with the costs of
litigation, not its benefits, or that there is no mention of the money that
would be required to replace private litigation as a means of securing
compensation and enforcing important social norms. Imagine the
reaction of the Chamber of Commerce if the proposal were to give the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission adequate resources, raised
through increased taxes, to enforce federal anti-discrimination law.

It is widely understood that private litigation plays an unusually large role
in policy implementation in the U.S. as compared to a large majority of
industrial democratic countries with predominantly parliamentary systems.5
This disparity appears significant in relation to the institutional differences
l)etween separation-of-powers and parliamentary systems that we have been
considering. The discussion here suggests the possibility that these
institutional differences are at the root of the twin phenomena of a greater
role for private litigation in American policy implementation (noted by
Kagan), and a more ted and constrained American administrative state
(noted by Wilson), as contrasted with the norm in democratic parliamentaiy
systems. Focusing partly on separation-of-powers structures as an explanation
for American “adversarial legalism,” Kagan writes, “It is only, a slight
oversimplification to say that in the United States lawyers, legal rights,judges,
and lawsuits are the functional equivalent of the large central bureaucracies
that dominate governance in high-tax, activist welfare states.”

Interestingly, similar institutional arguments have been marshaled to
explain growing private enforcement (based on the American model, it is
often argued) in the European Union over the past several decades. Over
about the last decade there has been mounting scholarship demonstrating
growing reliance in the EU on regulation though the creation of rights that
are privately enforceable in both judicial and administrative fora.47 This body
of work yields the following set of insights about the growth of private
enforcement in the EU:

• It has been encouraged by decisions of the European Commission,
the European Parliament, and the European Court ofJustice.
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• It has spanned die waterfront of policy areas, embracing the
regulatoty domains of environmental, anti-trust, securities,
intellectual property, and-discrimination, and consumer protection
policy, among others.

• it has encouraged reliance upon procedural devices to aggregate
claims and upon economic damages to incentivize private
enforcement.

• It has involved expansion of private enforcement in acljudicatoiy
venues at the institutional levels of both the EU and its member
states.

Although there has been much talk of the “Americanization” of European
law—with private enforcement being a characteristic frequently attributed to
the American style of legal regulation—no one is arguing that the EU has
converged with the U.S. in the degree of its reliance ‘i° private
enforcement, but only that the degree has increased materially in recent
decades.

There is disagreement abotit what has caused this development, and in
our discussion of the relationship between political institutions and private
enforcement, we highlight an explanation grounded in political institutions
that has been proffered by a number of scholars. Putting aside other rival
or supplementary hypotheses, we synthesize the political institutions
explanation as follows: Beginning in the mid498Os, economic liberalization
in the EU and the push for an integrated market had the gradual effect of
displacing regulatory policymaking from member states to the governing
institutions of the EU. The EU governing structure is highly fi-agmented,
both vertically (between the EU and member states), and horizontally
(between the EU Council, Parliament, Commission, and Court of Justice).
Such fragmentation hampers the ability of those who make regulatory policy
to effectuate decisive enforcement action, with EU influence upon the distant
and heterogeneous bureaucracies of member states presenting a particular
challenge. The EU government does not have an enforcement bureaucracy
that penetrates the local level, and distrust of remote “Eurocrats” limits the
likelihood that it will develop a strong one in the near future.

This institutional fragmentation, and the impediments that it creates for
effective control by policymakers of an enforcement bureaucracy, may help
to explain growing EU reliance on the alternative of private enforcement.
The development of EU governing structures in Western Europe has
introduced forms of state fragmentation, and public distrust of a far-off
central government, that are familiar in the U.S. One outcome appears to
have been growing reliance on American-style private enforcement, though
surely in muted form.

“ S Kagan, supra note 347, at 110; Kelemen, supra note 347, at 102; Kelemen &
Sibbitt, cupra note 347, at 106.

for a discussion of other exptanadons, see Kelemen & Sibbitt, supra note 347.
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HOW EQUITY CONQUERED COMMON LAW: THE

BOERAL RULES Of CIVIL PROCEDURE IN HISTORICAL

PERSPECTWE

STEPIThN N. SuuINt

1. CouoN LAW, EQUITY, AND ma FEDF.RAL Kui.as or CIvIL

Paoc&)URa

Much of the formal litigation In England historically took place in

a two-court system: “common law” or “law” courts, and “Chancery”

or “equity” courts.’ Although they were complementary, law and eq

uity courts each had a distinct procedural system, jurisprudence, and

outlook. The development of contemporary American civil procedure

cannot be understood without acknowledging these differences. The

more formalized common law pnxzdure has been so ridiculed that we

tend to ignore Its development to meet important needs, some of which

still endure, nd that many of Its underlying purposes still make sense.

Conversely, especially during this century, equity has been touted in

ways that obscure the underLying drawbacks to its use as the procedural

model.

A. Common Law Proadure -

The law courts had three Identifying characteristics: the writ or

fonnulary system, the jury, and single issue pleading.” Lath matured

in Lng]and between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries and later

influeneed legal development In America Lath represented a means of

confining and focusing disputcs rationalizing and organizing law, and

at applying rules In an orderly, consistent, and predictable manner.

A rich variety ci adwe ooum also alated. Sn 3W. Ha-tczrmwf, COMMIatTA

awe car ml Laws or ENGI.AHES 104789 fW. Lewis ed. 1898).
Rd Sae S. Mn,aow, HInwelcaL Fowananows or ma COMWON Liw 26-46

(1969). The thwe Central law rts was Kin’i Henri, E*dwquer, and Common

P1cm. For a dmalpdaa of the onuru, we id. at 20-22; T. PLuccxeTr. A Co,.ciu

HrraY Or iltE COUISOII LAW 139.56(5th ed. 1956).
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Subjects of the king, desirous of royal aid would bring grievances
to the Chancellor, who served s the king’s secretary, adviser, and
agent. The Chancellor’s staff, the Chancery, sold writs, “royal order(s)
which authorized a court to hear a case and inatn.lctcd a sheriff to se
cure the attendance of the defendant.”” Clerks organized complaints
into categories, and particular writs came to be used tar particular
types of oft-repeated complaints.” Over time, “plaintiffs could not get
to the court without a chancery writ, and the formulae of the writs,
mostly composed in the thirteenth century to describe the claims then
commonly accepted, slowly became precedents which could not easily
be altered or added to.””

The writs gradually began to carry with them notions of what
events would permit what result or remedy. tlhlmately, an organized
body of what is now commonly called substantive law evolved from the
writs” Distinct procedural charadeditica developed for different writs.
Each writ implied a wide range of procedural, remedial, and enden
tiary incidents, such as subject matter and personal jurisdiction, burden
of proof, and methods of execution.” The writ of novel dineisin, for
instance, was d&gned to provide for the rapid ejection of one who was
wrongfully on the plaintiWs land. It was accompanied by more apedi
tious procedures than the writ of right, which decided the ultimate is
sue of ownership.” The writ system also confined adjudication. The

“S. Mn.sou, ntpra note 24, at 22.
“Si. T. Pwcercrrr, iiqw. note 24,it 35344.
“S. Musoar, nsprs nate 24, a125.
- Sn H. Maise, Diwerraitoas ox LAity Law arm Ctzrmu 389(1886)

(“So rrat ii the ascendancy of the Law ci Actions in the Infancy cd the Cawis ci
Junior, that substantive law baa at Ant the look of bcfn8 gridually secreted in the
interstices of procedure . . .

“Sr. F. MAmAND, Equnt ALan ThZ Fo.ia a, Action *i Coatnex Law,
Two Coüas or Lwrtjsu 296-95 (A. Cbalor & W. Whiitaker cdi. 1920),

Id. 33, USeIRISI has a meaning similar to, but different tmm, jnwe
aba. Feudaliwn tenders dysfunctional our cesteqas of “pcmonlan,” “light,” or “thle.”
5.. & Mnsow, rupra now 24, at 103.05. Othe’ acamphe of the aasmor law atwe
to integrate subdantive tights and nwthada for their esfaronnent we be in the
writs of asenani and teplevin. In noywent, tiw reqüencnt of. isa) for pool peim
lily imparsed the liketihand that only honest dams were punoed. SN Id. at 213. In
replevin, the diarsinee (the plaintiff who says that his goads was w,vngfuliy takes) Is
en,Itld to immediate possessIon of the goods upcn &vnga “laaId tar the value of the
chattels, conditioned on his tom of the suit and (allure to return the chattels to the
defendant.” S. Cow., The Conwox-Law Fouananor. or Cmi. Fsacmam. 19
(1971); sri F. M*rri.ano, spra note 29, at 355. ThI *oo,should dbsxiurage (rholmat
suits, as wall U ,dt.hdp. Pr rary lumealcol to tntegrs different seasof
nibmandvr law with diheirat pnwedures. we Lander,, Of Lqaliud JIa’odI and
Lqo&d Thgfr Conna,r Class Athens and tIe Sskianc.Prasdsr# Th1.*.a, 41
S. Car.. C. Rev. 842, 900 (1974); Sander, Yrica, of DUpau P ii in Tax
Pawns Cawmvda, Jitr. nate 6, at 65.
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bllgatlon to choose only one wilt at a time limited the scope ot law

mita, a, did rules severely restricting the joinder of plaintiffs and

lefendIntL”
Like the evolution of the wilt, the development of the jury trial repre

icated movement toward confinement, focus, rationality, and a legal

lystem of defined rules to regulate human conduct. Before the develop

nent of the jury, parties at common law were tested before God

through ordeal, battle, or the swearing of “annpurgaton.”” With the

neeption of juries, disputant, began teHing their respective stories to

their peers, who determined which version wu correct. Because human

beings (rather than God) were to hear and decide the case, an Individ

ual might have found it favorable to present facts that might have

changed the minds of the now-human dispute resolvers. Once the Idea

emerged that a special set of circumstances could necessitate a different

verdict, the seed of substantive law had been planted: specific facts

would trigger specific legal consequences. The jury concept brzught

with it, therefore, the Idea of consistent and predictable law application

by human. beings, rather than divine justice by mysterious means. It

now became logical for a trial to focus on proof relevant Lu those spe

cific facts at Issue that carry with them a legal consequence.”
Common law also evolved as a tethnIl pleading system designed

to resolve a single issue. When it became apparent that specific facts

should bring about specific legal results, It made sense to determine

whether the plaintiffs story If true, would permit recovery and, it,o,

what facts were In dispute. Assuming the defendant did not contest that

he was properly brought before the correct court, but still disputed the

esie, the common law procedure permitted fist a demurrer, and then

confession and avoidance, or traverse.” Under tingle Issue pleading, the

parties pleaded bach and forth until one side either demurred, resulting

in a legal Issue, cc traversed, resulting in a tactusi Issue.”

U See F. jassas, 3,. & 0. HAZASDI Ja., Cm. Psocznuu 462 (3d ed. 1985)

therehaftr F. JAJins & 0. Hazano (3d)J F. Mam.aee, ,,u note 29, ii 298-99.

S.v H. Las, Sumniiiow *im Poaca 252, 219 (3d ed. 1878); T.

PWcaNZ1T, swpr note 24, at 1t4.IS; 0. Raseasa, ThLLlw or ma Ltina Ties

Evaunw*l or OuzlAL Sremi 18637 (1980).
1’3M S. Mn.scei, nira nate 24, at 30.32, T. Fcucawrrr, iiipr. note 24,aI

124-30.
SeeS. (*t, jwbm Dote 30 ii 47; P. Pi.uczurrr. ies nate 24,11 409-10,

•3_ 1 J. Csurry,TRzATuL ON PLIADiML 261-63 (1879) 3. Ccssx, zpra
new 301 at 46,48iT. Pwcawwrr, ,sra nate 24, *1405-15; 0. Rma*a zaprs.nate

33, at. 324-28. 3M tssniUy H. Smeen.. TWZ*T ow ma F.JNonLss or

PLUmNO us Civu, Acrmec C.oss,ewaA SumeAaT Vssw or ma Wnoi.s Pso

cum?anni a Sear ar Law (1824) (d1soiIna the “sdmes” of pkedlng umdcr the

ocoeloc law s7man).

Lawyers well into the. nineteenth century on both sides at the At
Jantic viewed the “common law” procedural system as comprising the
writ or form of action, the jury, and the technical pleading require
ments that attempted to reduce cases to a tingle issue. This system be
caine rigid and rarefied.” Due to the countless pleading tides, a party
could easily lose on technical grounds.” Lawyers bad to analogize to
known writs and use “fictions” because of the rigidity of some forms of
action.” Lawyers also found other ways around the common law rigid
ities, such as asserting the common count an general denials, which
made a mockery of the common law’s attempt to define, classify, and
clarify.”

The common law procedural system, nonetheless, had its virtues.
The formality and confining nature of thewrfts and pleading rules per
mitted judges, who were centralized in London, to attempt (and often
to succeed) In forging aconslstent, rational body of law, which provided
lawyers with analytical cubbyholes.” The common law system, fur
thennore, permitted increased participation by the lay community. ft
the pleading resulted In the need for a factual detennination, It could be
sent to the county where the parties resided. ‘A judge from the Central
Court could easily carry the papers, reduced to a tingle Issue, in his
satchel, and convene a jury at an “asalze.” 1

The focusing of cases to a single Issue also aided both judges and
lawyers in their effort to understand and apply the law, an well as
assisting lay jurors in resolving factual disputes. The use of known
writs, each with their own process, substance, and remedy, allowed the
intrgration of the ends sought and means used: The system presumably
achieved—or at lust tried to achieve—some degree of predictabIlity
about what legal consequences citizens could expect to flow from their
conduct. Comparing the traditional common law system to that of his
own day, MaltIand (1850-1906) commented an the common law’s at-
tempt to control discretion: “Now-a-days. all Is regulated by general

See T. Pt.uciwgrr, aees note 24, at 410.
“Ste 3. Couwo, J. Faszm,cnui & A Miccza, mftm nate 5, at 331; 0. Rns

aAz, npre note 32, at 225-31. On the nuniber and subtlety of wolti, ino SF. Pou.aca
& F. MarrLem, The Hiercay or Eiecue Law 564-67 (2d ed., reissued 1968).

- See, ag., C. Rvew.a, surs note 32, at 224.
Seej. Cousin, J. Ftmovrnw. & A Mn.sn, eapra note 5,at338-39; F.

M*riwm, esir nate 29, at 300.01; S. Mnu, 31eva nat. 24, at 247.52,0. Rasi
Ua, i,.pi* note 33, at 207.12, Boweel Pngrus Sit tA..A aSieieirmSkn .fjeatk. Thus.

the Vlciortaa Freed, In I Ssijcr Essays za ARCw.AatraIcaN LEGAL HwsusY
526, 520.21 (1907).

“For an example of the rehdcwhlp of write and law pleading at the
dewiapeest of the kpl pethedae, S. Mn.sou SU4TI note 24, at 28-42, T. I
Pcesiwrn Ja1m nate 24, ii 216.17.
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iles with a wide discretion left In the Court. In the Mlddte Ages dii.
etion Is entirely eaduded; all is to be fixed by iron ruics.”’

3. Equity ?roradure

By the eirly sIxteenth century it was app*rent that the common
w system was acoompanied by a substantially dWerent one called eq
ity. Equity was administered by the Cbancelbr, as distinguished from
It three central common law courts with their common law judges.”
lie contetnporary English historian, Milsom, explains that one cannot
nd the precise beginning of the Equity Court, for, In a sense it bad
mn there all along” As previously noted, although the writs had
and *a individualized commands from the Chancellor, by the four
enth century several of the writs had become routinized.” Grievanti
wevet, continued to petition the Chancellor for assistance in unusual
rcumstances, such uwhere the petitioner was agedor Ill, or his ad
sary particularly Influential.” Whereas the writ and single issue

meson law system tarred disputes Into narrow cubhyholes, these ped..
tot to the Chancellor tended to tell more of the story behind a dli
ito. 31111 In equity were written to persuade the Chancellor to relieve
e petitioner from an alleged injustice that would result from rigorous

tplicadon of the common law.4’ The bill In equity became the peace
mu vehicle for the exceptional case. The main staples of Chancery
didiotlea became the broader and deeper reality behind appearances,
d the subtleties forbidden by the formalized writ, such as fraud, mis
e, and fiduciary relationship..4’

The Equity Court became known as the Court of Conscience.
he ecdesludcal courts, it operated directly on the defendant’s con

“P. Manwin, ntpre note 29, ii 296.
“xi 1523 Chrlaiather St. Gnals explmnd the tdaioship at equity to

amman law system In DteIapu Wwem 1)ocjor if DIvrnlt a1a Sivàat q
C...ses L.a.., For adlasindon at ma work end its lmp.d, emS. MtLIOW, swva

a 24, ii 7933k T Pi.uczxrrr, ru4rm note 24, at 279-80.
“S.i S. Mtuou, ritia note 23, ii 74-67.
‘ See nipr. notes 25.27 and s cepanying text.
“Sit F. Mam.uw, ,apra note 29, at 4-5; 3. Mmuan. sura note 24, at 74-75.

4’ Sn F. MArYLAND, ur. note 29, at 4-5; S. Masow, iiprm note 24, it 74-79;
Pwcaxrrr, .a non 24, at 63849,
“S.. P. Maflwsu, sur note 29, atl-6. Mahlwd llitxtrste. equity juriello.
with “an old rhyma”: “‘These them give piece In mun at ““w’”'/F,iad, .cd

it, aid &nods atcoiat1dewa’ “ 1L at?. The Idea thet more tomial lqil rules ,ou3d
ianeqianied bye more discrelocary apircach In or to prevail 1must1re w not
vOn. thcjcwfrh notion o(ju.tka and eicy, see 10 E vaeean.a Junaica 476,
.77 (1971). On the Greek nation at IpkIk4., caniodag “demency. knioncy, idol
ce, or to.iveom,” ice 0. McDowzu, niv. note 9, it 15.

science.” This had far-reaching repercussions. In a common law suit,
the self-Interest of the panics was thought too great to permit them to
testify.4’ The Chancellor, however, compelled the defendant personally
to come before him to answer under oath each sentence of the peti
tioner’s bill. There were also questions attached. This was a precursor
to modem pretrial discovery.” Equity did not take testimony in open
court, but relied on documents, such as the defendant’s answers to
questions.”

“Si’S W.Houwwomw,AHramnyo,nzCo,oiout*w2t6fZadnf!
1937); 5. Mn.jon, aons note 24, at 81-62.

4’ Su 1’. Pwcnwrrr, nra note 24, at 689.
4’ S.. F. Jiesa, Ja. & 0. NAzAND, Ja., Civa Psocznuu 17142 (2d ed.

19Th Ihuduafter F. Jaatn & 0. H*mn (2d)).
4’ See tdq C. R.IMIA*, sopre not. 32, at 295; &wen, ,miprs note 39, at 524-25.
“Si’ S. Mason, sopr note 24, it St-52; P. Pm.ucscNerr, sqr. note 24, at

639. ft Ia appropriate to use “he” tar Udindanta bemoan during the period women
were usually treuid as Ineempetont to be pinks to a mit. Sn F. JAMss& 0. Haz.
Ann (2d), mipra note 50, at 415.

“Sri C. Rems.ts, n.r5 note 32, at 296.
“Sn L Faixnuan A Horrtiav or MduxcAN LAw 22 (1973); F. MAm.AND,

mfrr. nate 29. at 254.67; S. Mason, nip,1 one 24, at 8142; Bowan, nipra note 39,
at 517-18.

“Sit P. Puxzixrr, ,apes non 24, ii 68546, who wrotc YTe ecdesiastleai
thanceflors were coulely on mamm Iawycri and It must have bees a perfectly mm-1
tel tmtlnct, theu u now, tar a bndiop when leant by a aniflkt between law iidj
mania, to dadde upon lives at amulky rather than t.dmhel taw”

“Se. S. Mason, note 24. at 7941. Slatcaith omtwy dmai.ta reu1
“the appeal to the duanu btiagl tar the lagle tdivlnol jonke, In tircumitances
In which the human l”’”'”’.1sw1 meddeesy wai goIng torsiL ILit e

“Sn Bewes, rifts note 39, at 316, 523-31 (“(lit wu a neexuary maxim of thi

As the defendant was before the Chancellor to hive his conscience
searched, the Chancellor could order him personally to perform or not
perform a specific act.” Such authority was necessary to enforce i

trust. If the defendant was found to be holding land in trust for an
other, he could be compelled to give the use and profit of the property
to the beneficiary.” The ability to fashion specific relief, both to undo
put wrongs and to regulate future conduct, also distinguished equity
tram the law courts, which in most instances awarded onLy money
damages.”

The Chancellors were usually bishops, and so the term “con
science” again became associated with equity.” Notwithstanding the
writs and the common law that developed around the writs1 the Chan
cellor was expected to consider all of the circumstances and Interests of
all affected parties. He consequently was also to consider the larger
moral issues and questions of fairness.” The equity system did not re
valve around the search tor a single issue. Multiple parties could, and
often had to, be joinecL” There was now a considerably larger lidga
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tlon package. Thi less Individualized justice demanded and resulted in
mote dlacretlonaiy power lodged In a single Chancellor, who re

solved—often In a most leiswely nner—tWleS both of law arni
tact.” The lay jury was normally exduded.’4

By the sixteenth century, the development of common law juric

prudence thus reflected avery different legal onn,doumeu from equity.
Common law was the more confining, tigid, and predictable system;
equity was mom flexible, dlaedoaary, and Individualized. Just as the
omnmon liw procedural rules and the growth of common law right5
were related, so too were the wide-open equity procedures related to
the scope of the Chancellor’s diaoredon and his ability to aeate new
legal prineiplas. In equity, the Chancellor wu required to look at more
parties; Issues, documents, and potential remedies, but he wat lem
hound by precedent and was permitted to determine both questions of
facts and law.” The equity approach distinctly differed from the writ-

dominated system. Judges were given more power by being released
from confinement to a single writ, a single latin of action, and a single
Issue, nor by being as bound by precedent; and they did not share
power with lay juries.”

In assessing the place of equity practice in the overall iegsi system,

it Is orilicel to realize the extent to which the common law system oper
ated as * brake. One could not turn to equity if there was an adequate
remedy at law.” Equity gYW interstitially, tordi In the gaps of sub

statitlys commm law (such as the absence of law relating to trusts) and
to provide a broader array of remaftcs—spedflc performance, mjunc
tiom and aundngs. Equity thus provided a “gloss” or “appendix”
to the mom structured common law’s An expansive equity practice de
veloped an a necessary companion to common law.’4

Ccw of Chaaomy that all putim Iatocnnd In the tesdiruot be peatles to the mdc”).
Sn 8. Mnaiwi nm nob 34, at 8233 (“It is a t,ulsr bomitudon, but not

apply1s tobui zither It is to disomdou at Ulmurb their dten.”).
lize k.th of equitable nwmiIngs was noulosa. This pen of equitable pro-

—has.b aarlbumd at the mwl’a dmlse at died aezpkle rsthu than mexely
as well as the eelf4aterm of Chaomry ollidak who immed from

lmthy othi S. I W. Hosj,aworii*, A Hmuev or Ettauso Lw 373-74 (3rd ott.

See 3. Coast, stm note 30, .

“3seC Pri-, ra sate 32, at 275.
“For snosrle, of the diffasem aiatndzu of law and equity, sot L Farm

toAl., 1wf1 sole 64, at 2143j F. JAMU & 0. H*uao (3rd), napes note 31, at) 1-14;
S. Muscat, napes note 24, is 7433.

— Sn L Neanon, Hajemoci or JuamocrioN arm Paocamsss at UNrrzn
SlATES Catmia 418-20 (3d ed. 191:)).

— 3.. F. Manwm napes sate 29, at 18-19.
“On aeration, a sew equity rule wouldb pert at the law applied In the

law ateni. 3m F. Jaites e C. HazAan (3d), nape. note 31, at 16; T.

The disparities between law and equity were not always stark.
Nat all common law declarations were incisive, and common law
pleading did not always isolate tidy Issues; soizetImes there was joinder
of parties or Issues. Conversely, equity often developed its own fonnal
ruLes of both substance and process.’5 It Is tine, however, that when
looked at as a whole, the common law writ/single Issue system took
seriously the Importance of defining the casc: integrating farina of ac
tion with procedure and remedy; confining the size of disputes; and
articulating the legal and factual issues. In short, a goal of the common
law was predictability by Identifying fact patterns that would hove
dearly articulated consequences.

This Article will explore flaws In equity and law when we ex
amine the evolution ot procedure In Amerien ft is important to note
here, however, that from the bcejnning equity’s expansiveness Led to
larger cases—and, consequently, more parties, issues, and documents,
more costs, and longer delays—than were customazr with anmnon law
practice.” This is not to minimize the problems associated with com
mon law prsctice or the need lava more flexible counterpart to the
common law. The point is that a less stnsctured multiparty, multi-june
practice has always had significant burdens.”

T. Pcucem-r, napes note 24, at 689 (footnote omitted). For atmplalnta about equity
In Amaica, aw h!frs notes 90-106 and aumnpanying ten.

“Equity she became clate.l with mcnazdiy and nondemocide pitndples,
because of in lnheaen diasetion, rejlon at dielay jury, and duhu with Psrflamot
and the Jaw courts. 3m P. Jaatu & 0. HAZASD (3d), naft. note 31, at 14.16. Se.
gm.r.lIy Dawian, C.k mad filut..r, Dltlekrr,d ThsAttaA en the Chase.,y an
1616,36 u.s.. L. Xxv. 127 (1941) (eaptcting the pewer smisale between the courts of
common Jaw and equity In the 17th century).

ñ.ucxrtrrr, napes note 24, at 689.

ycw enmpla of permissible joinder of pertlea and fcnzi of action at cammon
law, see F. Jwu & 0. HAZASO (2d), napes note 50,g452-54, 463.64. Much of the
w,iUng of the kal realists cuphailsed the diacretlos inhereat In all jz4lng and dli-
pate resolution. S... sg, the (haptsn an “Rue-Skeptidim,” “Fact-Skeptidwo,” and
“The Prediction of fledalace” In W. Ruatsaz, Ajautoaw Lzo*t, Rznr.nur Sum
em., Xx,oaaq arm mx Jun.aaa Psocun 48-182 (1968) (eramhzIn the e.sllat
movement’s revolt apinat daideal jut sprudonce). See isfrn note 131 fan bow equity
practice became omzpllated).

— Svs, ,.,, I W. Houawom. napes nova 5$, ai 425-28; 0 Rmiae, najlrm
note 32, at 29S-3O3 R, Wat.arx awoM. W*z.ara, TuxErmi.mu Lsoar. 8mm. 31
t3rd cd. 1972); &wen, rspzi note 39, at 524-27. One anomentazot has noted that
Sante of the peohkrn In equity

no doubt, was due to a defect which equity never cured—the thcos7 that
Chancery was a one-man court, width men came to mean that a driçfe
Chancellor was unable at keep up with the budnen of the court. Nov until
1913 do we find the appointment of a Vice-Chancellor.
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C. Vt. Equily-Dominat.d fsdrral Ruts, of Civil Proadurs

In the twentieth century, Federal Rules proponents emphasized
that they were not suggesting new procedures. They rather Insisted that
they were just combining the best and mast enlightened rules adopted
dsewbere.” For the most part the proponents were right, but their ar
gument Ignores the Implications of their choices regarding what the
“best” rules were. The underlying philosophy of, and pruécdural
chodt embodied In, the Federal Rules were almost universally drawn
tram equity rather than common law.* The expansive and flexible .
pecta of equity are all implldt in the Federal Rules. Before the Rule,,
equity procedure and jurisprudence historically had applied to oniy a
small percentage of the totality of litigation.” Thus the drafters made
an enormous change: In effect the tall of historic adjudication was now
wagging the dog. Moreover, the Federal Rules went beyond equity’s
flexibility and peesnl.sivenem in pleading, joinder, and discovery.”

— Ssa ag, Aaiwca, Baa AmoesailoN, YIDaM. Rm.u or Cwn. Psoca
Dual (B. Hammond ad. 1939) (prw.hp at the Institute on the Federal Rules of
Civil Pninsdwe and the Sy.inon on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure). For a

at the aow of vaitoU. tulci, Hsarmp en the Raks .f CkU Pr.cs
wvfrr gki msttlot CenrU pf the Unistd StaIu Ham’lnis &jins the Howe C.,.
an the JuEidmr,. 75th Cong., 3d Scm. 4(1938) j1daJter 1938 Hew. Hatrlngsj
(aslmt at Ifonier Cummings, U.S. Auonq Cmiail)i MsamcaN Baa Meoaa.
rates, nre. at 28,32 fnateonq Edgar B. Tobem, member of the drifdiigi

IL at 45, 51,54-55,57,59,66 üuamnent of Charles B. Clark, Dean of Yale
Law School).

SN 1938 Hens Hearings, apre note 68, at 73 (sw of Edgar B. Tot.
nsa) P. Cunsoran & B. Baacotz Ctvn. PROCInUII 19,20 (3d ad. 1977) 4 C.
Wmwn’ & A. Mzusa, ,an acto 1,1 W08 Clark & Moore, A Nan Federal CivIl
‘rwsdsr.I: Theamcrea4 44 Y*ax U. 387,434-35 (1935) (herdainar Clark &
tioore EJ Hahmff, Origin end Se.wan.Jihe federal RuZat of Civil P,w*durr, 30
‘IY.U. U Rzv. 1057, 1058 (1955).

“Sal Arnold, A Hljrlral liqaft hue the Rtg** U Trial 1yJm in
ivU Lklgstkn. 125 U. Pa. U Ray. 59, 832-38 (1982).

“C.m$r. Rule 25(8W ci c.nplalne—Camovta). of the federal Equity Rules
f 1912 Ia 3. H.wwm, Tha New Fananas. Equtry Ruc (7913) [hereInafter Fan
14 L( (requiring, Istm- Ills, “uldmue taui”) with Fan. B. Civ. P. 8{a12) (General

of Plead ChIna he leiId)t eaiiar. Fan. Eq. R. 26 tJolader of Caume ci
laden) (requiring that joined esum of actiOn be “ignL.Ma in equity,” and that

in inwr, ti of anion joined must be
is.. . .) with Fan. R. Ow. P. 18(a) (foituler of Claims sad Remadico Joinder of
UaLms) and 20(a) (Permindve Joinder of ?utleu Pranladym Joinder); alm.rI Fan.
q. B. 47 tflepndtion.—To Be Taken in Eadeptional Icetanma) (permitting oral dep.

only “upon appliesdon at either perty, when allowed by statuts, or tar
ad exaq*lenIl amas. . . .“) with Pan. R, Civ. P. 30(a) (Dcponithet. Upon
ndnad.m Whem-Depaddon. May be Tikeu), sad reteperl Fem EQ. B. 58 (Dir
ivuy-lautTagadIes—Inspea4on-mxLProduction of D’ Adndod’. of
adorn me OtatO’-’.—) Qbeklng Irreptede. to “fam and documeate material the
qipui or defmmd the es WIth B. Civ. P. 26(b)(I) (General Proeidaes
Iesanlng Dlmevery Dtanreiy Scepe and Limits in General).

The purpose of this Article is not to show the derivation of each
Federal Rule. ‘The drafters of the Rules, treatises, and articles have
already done this.’ This Article, however, will establish how different
people and various historical currents ultimately Joined together in a
historic surge in the direction of an equity mentality. ‘The result is
played out in the Federal Rules in a number of different but intent

rlted way.: ease of pleading;’ broad joinder;” expansive discovery;”
grater judicial power and discretion;” flexible remedies” latitude for

thaw the extensive borrowings rrom equity, Icubuly 1mm the Federal
Equity Rules of 1912, suprm nate 7). See e.g., Anvisory Coansrrnz ott Rw.n or
Cryn. Psocrotzas, Ncrrsa TO TOE Rua.m or CIVIL Paocznuaa Torn ma Dtcra,m
Coimia Or TOt Uwmo STATES at 83, 84 table I (Maith 1938) (showIng “Eq
uity Rules to which reicrenem are made in the motes i.e the Federal Rules of CMI
Procedure”); C. Wmowr & A. Miu.sa, up. note I (pruviding a rule by rule dI.cui
don); HohadY, nprs note 69, at 105$.

“Ear. e.g., Fan. R. Civ, P.2 (One Form or Anion), B(s), (a), fe) (General Rules
of Ptcadinç Claims ror ReIitf, Affirmative Ddcnme, Pleading to be Concise and DI
rect; Conustency), It (Signing ci Pleadings, Motlo,w and Other Papers; Sanctions), 15
(Amended and Supplemental Pleading,). Pan cempadian to previous American pro
cethue. ace dirfr. teal aceanpenying notes 93-97,143-49. For a aitidam of the leniency
in pleading, me MCCSI&IN, The Modern Philosophy ofPIe.%Ing A DlalapE Outside
the Shades, 38 A.B.A. J. 123, 124.25 (1952) thcreinalter M&uhIU, Philuopky of

Sat, e.g., Fan. R Civ. F. 13 (Counserelaim and Cram-ClaIm), 14 (Thid
Party Preuhe), 15 (Amended and Supplemental Pleadings), 18 (Joinder of Claim,. and
RemedIes), 19 (Joinder of Perion, Nestled for Jam Mjudicatlon), 20 (Permissive Join.
den of PartIes), 22 (buerpleadcs), 23 (Chat Anican), 24 (Ioonvuidan), 25 (Sutsehu.
don of Furies), 42 (Consolidation; Separate Trials). For mmparatlve cede provisions,
me info rest aemmp.ning notes ISO-SI.

“55 FED. B. Civ.?. 26.37 CDSPOIIIImI and Dftawrry). For maeanpurasy dli.
envesy problum, see jura nate 7. For cemparadve cede provisions, me info ten
aemmpenylng notes 152-37.

“One lawyer ompWnn “It has beonne inatsaingly dear that If one ran but
find him, there I., federal judge anywhere who ulil artier nendy anything.” Pubilu,,
Las, Kill Ati the L.aarrs, WAatHNG1nNIAN, Mar 19S1, at 67. Par mmmcmi. on the
enlarged, amorphous, sod muld..heued nature of lawsuits and the vasi amount of law
available to lawyers and judges, ice discussions In Tha POUND C ESENCI, aopra
note 6. Examples of Federal Rules of CIVIl Proczduze that lend themselves to, or spedi.
fr*uy provide tar, judicial dlsaarfoa Indudet 1, 8(a), fe), 11, 12(r), 13, 14, 75, 76,
19(b), 20, 23, 26(b)(l), (c), (d), 35(a). 37(a)(4), (bX2), 39(b), 4l(a)(2), 42(a), (b), 49,
59(a), (b), 53(b), 54(b), 54(c), 55(c), 56(c), 59(a)(1), 50(bXI), 60(bX6), 6), 62(b).
SS(c). I have used current numbers, but icr the moot pan, they are identical or similar
to the 193$ rub. The case law rarely has provided mon predictability or better de.
fined standard, than the n4es, as ii demonstrated by looklg up the aforementioned
rub In]. Moors, Moorna’s Fuia. Psacncz (2nd ad. 1984), or C. WEGHT &
A. M,u.an, nre note I. One urnzsfly finds In them trestlam a wide range of ames
altering a infiling amy of Interpretations that usually provide no more Ielnly than
the vague rule Itself, On ease managnoma, me mfrr. note I?.

“ See Chayes, rupna note 20, at 1292-961 Onkei, “A Ptagite. ofLawy.rsr’: Law
and the PsWc IsUrW. 2 Vr. U Ray. 7, 12-IS (1977).
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twyars;” control over juries;” reliance on profesalonal expcrts” reli..

ace on documentation;’t and disengagement of substance, procedure,

ad remedy.” This combination of procedural factors contributes to a

socedural system and view of the law thRt markedly differs from ci

‘AmerIcana Lno’enelngty define u (gal problans many farina of hum ad

latrotma they onto would have aecepted as endemic to afl Impeded world or at all

as the reapanelidiky of Inatftutlons other than uurts.’” Golthtdn, A Ormmatia

11am in LawevlSc end Cult Ca.wnu Sat, N.Y. Times, May 18, 1977, at Al, ml. 3,

19, wL 1 (quoting Professor Maurlct RmenllerS. a Columbia Univonhy law peaCes-

or); at, else J. Ur..enasAn, Tasa Lrnomua SoazTT 18 (1981) fruiting the role of

lVwoeyI In ta.teeuig Udg*don); Carpenter, The Pa.tpnwd Poelk and Other Trivia.

I Lmo*i,ON 3 (Summer 1980) fdbandng the encemoum magnlWde of trivial hugs

Ice); Taylor, 11r not. 12 (stating that lawyeas find ways to keep each other busy

eaod on ahdriralning to (hal potedda) eenfiletj In the dmplesl at relatlatohipi). At

mast one mmmentatm, however, baa cautioned abota daima of lidgiotmion. Se. Cm-

—‘ jialm mote 12, at 36-69.
“LiUganu intuit now dahn the right to a jury trial at an earlier stage of the

kigedon than had hero the norm. Saw fw. S. Civ. P. 38(b) tJury Trial of R1511t

f)eaaand). Par the more Jtwy-prowcthe provision at the Field Code, aee 7848 N.Y.

Laws, di. 379, 221 jlstrelnafler 1848 Conm ta at,. Fan. L Civ. P. 50(a), (b)

Motlon foe a Direct Vnelki and Judgment No t).’..ithig the Vndb), 56 (Sum.

asty Jaulgatena). On previous mtwtiwtlonal doubt, u to dlrectnd verdict and juaont

o.o.v., pee Galloway v United States, 319 U.S. 372,396-477 (t943) (Slack, J., diaseot.

i); Slenan v. New York Lila Ins, Co., 228 U.S. 364, 376.400 t1913). Casts such ma

Gmilaway, which staled that the practice of granting a directed vmadhe wu approved

nrpllthly is the Federal Rules of Civil Pracelure, mae 319 U.S. it 389, were

iy acme ma making. Inroad. on the quality of the right to a Jury trial, aatwIths’’ng

the language In lbs P—.bllag Act (owreetly a,dlfle at 28 U.SC. 2072 (1982)) that

the ndes auld not “abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right and thall pro.

eeve the right at trial by jury at at nomman law and as declared by the Seventh

to the Coeathudon.”
ft ii tree that acme owes under the Federal Rules are Jwy-pnuiee*Ive. S% Lj.

Ema.. Enithud, 396 U.S. 331 (1970); Dairy Queen, Inc. v. Wand, 369 U.S. 469

(1962)i Bemoan Theaarea Inc., v. Wamiover, 339 1)5. 500 t1959). Thon esan do not

alter the esatwial point, hown’u that the major thrint ci the Federal rules Is pry

)udge rather than aml.Jury. S.. nrfr. text acemupanying notes 512.13.

Poe example, under the Enabling Act of t934, the Supreme Court and the

Advisory Committee, rather than Qongrow or state legidatwas, Iceswiland the pence

decal rules. Thane rules empowered Jwigea at the rapeima aijuslan The rides radII

eatad the role of sastla to deal with larger jodesal problem, perhap. makIng it easier

he’ other brandies to. rthain rem aesoiviag thcee lemma. Sas, Lg, Chayea, auprm pate

20, at 1288-1302i Oaken, wca note 77, at 8.10. Public policy owes, ma well ma per

amaj lnjwy and noemerdal emma, In turn Inasasingly jelled an experts aid the

cmii, both bcmua. lawyers prepated and presented the ex and heemauie upczla were

widely udilsed ma witnewea.
Sat Pop, Ruk 3* C.Iur.1UAt th Pmpdr Atrmlancke, 7 Lrnaavaow 28, 28-29

(Spring 1981)( Sherman & Kinnard; ,wra nate 7 at 246 Thant #XIrn Laatn,

i’ll,, April tO, 1978, at 5849 AlIb:bOtiuwlag lrrim equity1 these haa been a de

an the Importance of oral lestJmany in anurt aM of the trial itself, with

proformdlidluemce on the quality sad meaning Ji.puio resolution, and on the nature

01 uiaracy Sw Carringlan, r may and .M&bw. Demise if AppdIsae Frees

dure, 66 A.B.A. J. 860 (July 1980); Stinky, Pie,WanVi Page, 62 A.B.A. J. 1375,

1375 tl976)i1*fr. teat .owmpeeying notes 445-48.

Sat infrm teat aer1poIyfr notes 110-21, 214-15, 38142.

1987j HOW EQUITY CONQUERED COMMON LAW

ther a combined common law and equity system or the nIneteenth cen

tury procedural code system.” The norms and attitudes borrowed trum
equity deflc our current legal landscape: expansion of legal theories,
law setila, and, consequently, litigation departments; enonnous litigation
costs; enlarged judicial discretion; and decredsed jury power.

Before discussing how the shift to an equity-type jurisprudence
came about, ft is important to Issue four warnings. First, I am not ar

guing that before the Federal Rule3 there had been no movement to
ward equity. To the contrary, the Field Code of 1848 took some steps.
In that direction, and there were subsequent experiments In liberalized
pleading, joinder and discovery.” What I am saying Is that the Federal
Rules were revolutionary in their approach and impact because they
borrowed so much from equity and rejected so many of the restraining
and narrowing features of historic common law procedure. It was the
synergistic effect of consistently and repeatedly choosing the most wide-
open solutions that was so critical for the evolution to what exists

today.
Second, I am not saying that the Federal Rules are solely respon

sible for shaping the contours of modern dvii litigation. Factors such u

citizen awarenes, ot rights, size and scope of government, and Individ
ual and societal expectations for the good and protected life should also
be considered.” Causes and effects here, as with other historical ques
tions, are virtually Impossible to disentangle. So f*r as I can determine,

Federal Rules and the Enabling Act axe simultaneously an effect,
cause, reflection, and symbol of our legal system, which Is in turn an
effect, cause, reflection, and symbol of the càuntry’s sodakconondc.
political structure. It cannot be denied, however, that the Federal Rules
facilitated other factors that pushed In the same expansive, unbounded
direction.”

Third, to aitldze a system in which equity procedure has swal
lowed the law Is not to criticize historic equity or those attributes of
modern practice that utilIze equity procedure. This Is not an attack on

those aspects of Biown v. Board of Education” or other structural
cases that attempt to re-interpret constitutional rights In tight of experi
ence and evolving norms of what is humanitarian. I do criticize, how
ever, the availability of equity practice for all cases, the failure to inte
grate substance and process, and the tailure to define, categorize, and
make rules after new rights are created. In other words, I question the
view of equity as the dominant or sole mode instead of as a companion
to a more defined system.

Fourth, I am not fuggesting that we should return to common law

pleading or to the Field Code. Nonetheless, there are aspects of com
mon law thought, pre-Federal Rules procedure, and legal fonnalinn
that may continue to make sense and should inform our debate about
appropriate American civil procedure.tm
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TRADITIONAL EQUITY AND CONTEMPORARY
PROCEDURE

L. J V i)

Thomas 0. Mai&

III. THE PROCEDURAL MERGER OF LAW AND EQUITY

Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century. a reform effort to
simplify’ legal procedure originated in the State of New York.1 The

reformers were frustrated with the practical and theoretical complexities
of parallel systems of law and equity.213 Enticed by the rhetoric of
uniformitv.2 these reformers sought to unify law and equity into a single
system of codes.’ Such codes offered a simple set of uniform rules
better suited for the practical task of procedure to efficiently process the
more important issues of substantive Law.7 One commentator described
the technicalities of common law pleading as “needless distinctions.
scholastic subtleties and dead forms which have disfigured and
encumbered our jurisprudence.” The reform effort was successful. as
Section 62 of the new New York Code of CI’dil Procedure declared for
New York state courts:

The distinction behseen actions at la and suits in equity. and the
forms of all such actions and suits heretofore existing. are
abolished: and there shall be in this state. hereafter. but one form of
action. for the enforcement or protection of private rights and the
redress or prevention of private wrongs. which shall be
denominated a civil action.

The field Code abolished the common law forms and merged law and
equity in a greatly simplified procedure. Code reformers took great
pains to emphasize that the new codes reorganized only the procedure of
law and equity Accepting Btackston&s view that substance and
procedure were conceptually distinct.2 the Field Code took the
additional step of recognizing the divisibility in fact of substance and
procedure: “The legislative mandate of the Commissioners was reform in
procedure—not alteration of the substantive rules of equity or the
common law.”2’

The merged procedure of the codes borrowed heavily from equity
practice.3 Much like the old bills in equity. the Field Code provided that
the pleadings should state the facts; thus the codes, like equity. de
emphasized the importance of framing an issue.Th The Code adopted for
all actions numerous equity practices and processes. including latitude in
the joinder of claims and parties. Further. echoing King James Fs
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resolution of the dispute between Bacon and Coke three centuries
prior. any contlict between the substantive doctrines of law and equity
was to be resolved in favor of equity.

The innovative codes proved popular elsewhere and were adopted in
most states. The system inaugurated by the New York Code of 1 848 was
adopted promptly by Missouri and Massachusetts in 1849 and 1850.
respectively In 1 851. California adopted a version of the Field Code.
and prior to the outbreak of the Civil War, Iowa. Minnesota. Indiana.
Ohio. the Washington Territor. Nebraska. Wisconsin and Kansas
likewise enacted similar procedural codes.Th Within twenty-five years.
procedural codes had been adopted in a majority of the states and
territotieS: Additionally, the Field Code had at least some influence in
all states. as all states departed somewhat from the common law system
of pleading in response to the proliferation of the codes.21 For example.
some of the states that did not model the codes nevertheless modified
their pleading rules b statutes. allowing the assertion of equitable
defenses in actions at Law.3

Nevertheless, the reform effort that was remarkably successM in the
state courts initially drew only skepticism from the federal courts.
Although law and equit) were administered on different ‘sides” of the

same federal courts.2 a commitment to the formal separation of law and
equity was venerated and. arguably. constitutionally grounded. Justice
Grier emphasized the significance of the separation in an 1858 opinion of
the Court:

This dualJ system. matured b’ the wisdom of ages. founded upon
principles of truth and sound reason. has been ruthlessly abolished
in many of our States. who have rashly substituted in its place the
suggestions of sociologists, who invest new codes and systems of
pleading to order. But this attempt to abolish all species, and
establish a single genus. is found to be beyond the power of
legislative omnipotence. They cannot compel the human mind not
to distinguish between things that differ. The distinction between
the different forms of actions for different wrongs. requiring
different remedies. lies in the nature of things: it is absotutek
inseparable from the correct administration of justice in common
law courts.Th

Bolstered by constitutional references to systems of law and of equit3.’
commentators long sustained the argument that the Federal courts
cannot adopt the blended system. nor can Congress change the present
Federal system. because it is fixed by the Constitution of the United
States.’

However, the resolve for separate systems weakened as popular
confusion and dissent mushroomed. A primary source of the confusion
and dissent was federal procedure. which. both prior and subsequent to
state adoption of the procedural codes, followed state procedure in law
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cases and a uniform federal procedure in equity cases. Thus, there was
a uniform simplified procedure in equity for the federal courts
throughout the country. Yet in law cases the various federal courts were
applying the procedute of the corresponding state court.

Federal equity practice was a model of simplicity and uniformity.
Somewhat paradoxically, federal procedure in equity cases was actually
a product of a certain hostility toward equity among the early colonists.
Conformity to state practice seems to have been demanded. but it became
necessary to follow the English equity procedure because a number of
the states adopted no equity procedure to wtiich conformity could be
had.” The first set of Federal Equity Rules, promulgated by the
Supreme Court in 1822. contained thirty-three very concise rules of
practice and procedure. A few of the rules were mandatory,3’ but most
generously accorded federal judges with broad discretionary authority.243
Moreover, after the extension of the doctrine of Stfi v, Tvson.2 to
equity cases in 1851. the federal courts enunciated their own views of the
principles of equity jurisprudence, without restriction by the decisions of
state courts.’ The Federal Equity Rules proved quite durabLe and were

substantially revised only twice in the succeeding century—in 1842 and
in t9l2.’ The latter revision was a comprehensive reform that modeled
many of the provisions of the Field Code, especially those dealing with
the joinder of parties.

Meanwhile, the procedure in law cases was controlled by
congressional legislation requiring the federal courts to follow state
procedure ‘as near as may be.”3 The Conformity Act was unpopular
and true conformit seemed largeh unobtainable. Noting the success
of equity procedure.2 the American Bar Association blamed legislative
control of federal practice for the problem and proposed that the power to
promulgate federal rules of procedure for law cases be turned over to the
United States Supreme Court.15 After years of debate and struggle.251
Congress passed a bill providing:

[T]hat the Supreme Court of the United States shall have the power
to prescribe, by general rules, for the district courts of the United
States and for the courts of the District of Columbia. the forms of
process. rits. pleadings. and motions, and the practice and
procedure in civil actions at law,254

The legislation further provided that lt]he court may at any time unite
the general rutes prescribed by it for cases in equit with mote in actions
at law as to secure one form of civil action and procedure for
both However, the Court did not rush to the task; an advisors
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committee was appointed the following year.25° Two years thereafter, a
set at uniform rules was promulgated. eliminating the distinction
between procedures for cases in equity and in law. “Under the new
rules the hideous Conformity Act [wajs relegated to the limbo of ‘old
unhappy. far off things. In his address to the American Law Institute
Chief Justice Kughes stated the objective of the new rules:

It is manifest that the goal we seek is a simplified practice which
will strip procedure of unnecessary forms, technicalities and
distinctions and permit the advance of causes to the decision of
their merits with a minimum of procedural encumbrances, It is also
apparent that in seeking that end we should not be fettered by being
compelled to maintain the historic separation of the procedural
systems of law and equit.

Carrying the torch lit by Blackstone 150 years earlier, the retbrmers
argued that procedure had a tendency to be obtrusive, and that it should
be restricted to its proper and subordinate role.2 The Chief Justice
transmitted the Rules to Cornaress over the dissent of Justice Brandeis.
and in 193$ the new uniform Federal Rules of Civil Procedure went into
effect.2”

The philosophy and procedures of equity heavily influenced the tenor
of the new Federal Rules.22 One general and generous sentence

applicable to alt types of cases established a fluid standard of pleading.Parties could plead alternative theories.2’ Plaintiffs were able to pursuenovel theories of relief.-’ Related and unrelated claims could be joinedin a single action.2” Judges could hear the counterclaims and cross-claims of parties already joined in the filed action.’ As in equity, therewere numerous specialized devices through which judges could allow thetasuit to expand further in order to develop a more efficient litigationunit—e.g.. impleaders.” interpleaders,” interventions.2” and class
actions.” Complementing the new pleading regime were new liberalrules of discovery.2 - and judges were vested with the authority to“manage” the case through pretrial conferences” and special masters.274

The Federal Rules reflected a philosophy that the discretion ofindividual judges. rather than mandatory and prohibitor\ rules ofprocedure. could manage the scope and breadth and complexit offederal lawsuits better than rigid rules.’ tndeed. Rule I articulated this
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very purpose: [The Federal Rules) shall be construed and administered
to secure the just. speedy. and inexpenshe determination of eery
action.” Commenting generally on the philosoph and durabilit of
discretionan rules. Professor Carrington mellifluoush recites: Tight
ill tear. Wide will wear.”

Like the Field Code, the reforms were directed eclusiel to the
procedural problem: the 1934 enabling legislation provided that said
rules shall neither abridge, enlarge nor modi the substantke tights of
any 1itigant.”’ The Supreme Court later confIrmed that 1,tlhe Rules
ha’e not abrogated the distinction between equitable and legal remedies.
Only the procedural distinctions have been abo1ished.’ The
fundamental substantive characteristics that distinguished the regimes ol
law and equity remained intact. Again, in the event of any substantke
conflict beteen lav and equit). the latter as to prevail.

Many states. in turn. modeled the federal rules for their state court
procedures. tn 1960. in the first comprehenshe survey of state adoption
of the Federal Rules. Professor Charles Alan Wright concluded that. after
twent >ears of operating under the Federal Rules. state procedural
systems were approximately eenIy divided among procedural systems
modeled on the Federal Rules. the common law and the Field Code.
Decades later. Professor John Oakley detailed he pervasive influence of
the Federal Rules on at least some part of every state’s civil
procedure.”
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The Supreme Courts Regulation
of Civil Procedure: Lessons From
Administrative Law
Lumen N. Mulligan t) QLdr L... iLzI ; I Co t2_)

Glen Staszewski

The rulemaking era began when Congress empo
wered the Court to promulgate the Rules of Civil Procedure in 1934 with the
passage of the Rules Enabling Act.a Although the 1934 Act did nor speciñ
the use of committees, in 1935 the Court appointed a firnrteen-person AdvLsorv
Cutnmirtee—which did not adhere to the noti&:e-and-comment procedures cur
rendv required of the Advisory Cornmittee”—to do the research and drafting
work for the creation of the original Federal Rules of Civil Prncedure.’ Under
this first incarnation of the rulemaking process, the Court directly reviewed the
work of the Advison Committee and, if satisfied, reported the prnmuigated Rules
to Congress,4’ which could overrule any of the rules by exercising the legislative veto
built into the 1931 Act during the specified “report-and-wait petiod.”4 Although
the Court ofttn deferred to the Advisory Committee’s proposals during this early

pedod,’ it did on occasion exercise its authority to revise Adviorv Committee
proposals prior to submission to Congress.31 At least once, the Court exercised
its rulemaking authority directh in amending a Rule of Criminal Procedure,
bypassing the Advisory Committee entirelv.

The nclemaking process become mare reticulated in 1958 when Congress
created the Judicial Conference of the United States, which took over the direct
supervision of the Advisnrv Committee from the Cuurt. This new structure
resulted in decreased input into the nilemaldng process by the Justices.5 Indeed,
during this period, the Court unfailingly promulgated Rules recommended to it b’
theJudiciai Conference, teadingJustices and commentators to describe the Court’,
rile in rulemaking as one of being a “‘mere conduit’ for the work of othcr.’

Br the late 1970s, observers of the rulemaking process, including Chiefjusticc
Burger, leveled charges at everv step in the process. They argued that Congress’s
review of the Rules was flawed.’ They similarly argued that the Court was nor

an appropriate enoty to) promulgate Rules.” Commentators chastised the com
mittee structure as acting beyond the bound, of the Rules Enabling Acr’ and
for being unrepresentative and closed to public input.4’ The judician, sought to
correct many of these faults without new legislation by commissioning a Federal
Judicial Center study, which, upon completion, suggested several amendments to
the nilemaldng process.’

These changes, however, did not satisfy Congress, which passed significant
rulemaking rdrms in l98S.l While retaining the Judicial Conference’s rule in
the rulemaking process, the 1988 Act codified the role of the rulemaking corn
niittees for the first time. It mandated the existence of the Standing Committee
on Rules of Practice and Procedure, which the Judicial Confirence had previoush
established at its discretion, and charged the Standing Committee with reviewing
the proposals of other duly appointed committees and making recommendation,
to thejudidal Conference.” The 1988 Act also firmalized the Judicial Conference’s
practice of deploring area-specific advisory comrniuees.” Hence, the Court can
only promulgate Rules that hate been vetted by the area-specific advisory com
mittees, the Standing Committee, and the Judicial Conference.

The 1988 Act also increased representation and public participation in the
rulemaking process. The Act mandates that the various advisory committees
indud practitioners, trial judges, and appeUatejudges. Congress also mandated
greater transparency and public input The Act thus requiies the Judicial Conference
to publish its procedures for amendment and adoption of niles,° It further re
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quires that the AcMsory and Standing Committees conduct open and publicly
noticed meetings, record the minutes, and make those minutes publicly avafla
bleP’ Additionally, the 1988 Act codified the longstanding practice of the Ad
visory Committee to attach official drafters’ notes to Rule proposals.66 Finally,
the 1988 Act increased the length of the report-and-wait period to Congress. The
period now stands at a minimum of seven months.

Thus, the current rulemaking process comprises seven steps First, the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts collects recommendations for
new Rules or amendments from the public, practitioners, and judges. ‘These
suggestions are forwarded to the appropriate Advisory Committee’s reporterrU (a
law professor assigned to each advisory committee to set the agenda and do the
initial draftIng of rule revisions and explanatory notes’), who makes an initial
recommendation 6r action to the Advisory Committee. Second, to go brward
with a Rules revision, the Advisory Committee must submit the proposed revi
sion and explanatory note, and any dissenting views, to the Standing Committee
in order to obtain permission to advance to the publication and comment pericxL
Third, the Advisory Committee publishes the proposed revision widely, receives
public comment, and holds public heañngsJ At the conclusion of the notice-
and-comment period, the Advisory Committee’s reporter summarizes the results
of the public input and presents them to the Advisory Committee.14 lithe Ad
visory Committee finds that no substantial changes to the revision are called for,
it transmits the revision and accompanying notes and reports to the Standing
Committee.7 If the Advisory Committee makes substantial changes to the
proposed revision, it must go through another public notice-and-comment period.71’
Fourth, the Standing Committee reviews the proposed revision77 if it makes sub
stanthi changes to the proposed revision, the Strnding Committee returns the
proposed revision to the Advisory ComrnitteeY If the Standing Committee
does not make substantial changes, it sends the proposed revision to the Judicial
Conference. Fifth, the Judicial Conference considers proposed revisions each
September, sending approved revisions to the Court or rejected proposals back
to the Standing Committee.° Sixth, the Court takes the proposed revisions under
advisement from September to May 1 of the following year, at which time it must
transmit to Congress those Rules it seeks to protnulgate.5’ Seventh, under the
current law, Congress’s reporeand-wait period runs another seven months from
May ito December 1, at which time unaltered revisions to the Rules become latv.°
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